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FACE

This publication mer:ks the successful termination of
six-year investigatory project conducted by the Centre.

for Educational Research and Innovatiob with financial aid'
from the United States' National Institute of Education.

The project began in response to the widely felt need
for_sound programming of in-service education and t*:.eining
to equip 'eacheus with neW techniques, methods and atti-
tudes corrcLonding with their changing roles and tasks.
It concluded with the finding, backed by a wealth of
specialiSt studies in many Member countries, that. in the"
near future national education systems will have to give
priority to in7service training of education personnel for
a numbEr of reasons, of which these four are the most com-
pelling:

- schools must be capable at all times of re-
sponding in various wayeto the varied needs
of their pupils and of societyl

- the functions, atitudes and que.lifications
of school personnel will therefore, continue t6

play a fundaMental role in the national life;
- in view of the decreasing recruitment, there is

still a ieed to 'maintain the internal dynamism
of the -teaching profession;

- the increasing complexity of the problems that
confront each individual school and which it

- must endeavour to solve under conditions of
optimum freedom of action implies that, more
than hitherto, training activitieF, should
centre on the school and take an ',.ncreasingly
collaborative form, implying that relatei ,

sr:lid support structures need to be set up-by
the responsible authorities.

The six year*: of work consisted of two.phases. The
first achieved a broad dissemination of national practices
and experience to enable comparative analyses on an ihter-
national scale. This entailed the preparation of a_serieS
of national monographs covering ten countries end- -their

consideration'at an international seminar. in Philadelphia
in 1976 at which innovative practices of INSET were/re.-

viewed inian attempt to_plece-them withan a conceptUal



framework. A synthesis of the reults of the survey of
country experience and of this seMinar were published as
an interim report (Innovation in 'In-service Education and-

/ --Training of Teachers: Practice and Theory).

This first phase of informative gathering, analysis'
an1 international assessment enabled the identification of
six subject areas where, in paticu1ar, the results of the
il7veshigihion could be general y applied or adapted to
a tual national conditions. these were: The Contribution
cf Adult Learning Theories an Practices to INSET; The
Role of the School; Evaluation; New INSET Materials;
The Role of Training Teachers; The Cost and Efficient
Utilisation of INSET Resources,: It is thesethat have
provided the substance of phase two of the INSET programme,
CERI's full range of experimental methods, multinational
co-operation, co-development activities and specialist
enquiry being deployed in their pursuit. Aprogress has been
reviewed periodically in seminars and Workshops in variouS
of the.Member countries concerned. The, structure and
range ,)f the programme are illustrated in the accompanying
chart.

, The culmination of this phase, and hence of the proj7
ect, was an intergovernmental conference held in Taris bn
29th September-lst October 1980 with an attendance of over
80 - national delegates, observers from bodies\profession-
ally concerned and subject specialists. This 1..rought
together, the results of all the coMponent actiVities for
review and assessment. The Conference also agreed on a
number of precepts that together constitute a framework
within which policies for in-service education and train-
ing of teachers and straLegies.for educational)change can
be realistically debated or, indeed, conceived. These
(see Section X) should be of considerable interest to'
national planning authorities for social matters and edu-
cation.

The that follows has_ been prepared by ,

Dr. R. Bolam of the Univers-iEy-Of,Bristol, United-Kingdom,
as a synthesis of_all-the studles and activity reports
contributed-ff-the final phase of the project. Its pur-
pose-i-S to bring within a single conspectus.the esults---of experiments, lessons learned or unprofitable approaches
gleaned froffLa, very wideeld. Those responsible for
policy or for practice at national or local levels may
thus extracE from the experience of colleagues abroad
ideas and practices that, suitably adapted, canjlelp to
improve INSET in their own countries.

6

J.R. Gass,
DirectOr,

Centre for Educational
Research and Innovation
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I. INTRODUCTION

This final report is designed to synthesise the out.
comes of a lengthy and complex project, to consider'these
in ,Lhe context of some related research findings and of,
wider developments in education and, finally, to highlight
cert:ain policy implications. in selecting ideas and find-
ints for this synthesis the writer.has naturally drawn
most largely on the distinguished professional documen-
tation from many countries with which Lhe project has been

supplied. These studies and.reports (more than thirty in
number) are, in a sense, "occastional papers" and it is
not the intention to publish them formally. The auothor
trusts, however, that in what follows he has done41.ffim

justice - within, of course, the limits set on oneNiose
task is that of synthesis. All the contributors ate
credited by name and title.in the Bibliography.

The project itself has been introduced and ouklined
.in the foregoing Preface and Its scope ,may be Lakqn in
wirsil a glance at the accompanying chart. As will/be seen,
Phase 1 was concluded with the publication of arl/Interim

Report (11).. Phase 2, with which we are principally
concerned here,, was a two-branched undertaking, culmi-
nating in an Intergovernmental Conference in 1980. The
first branch cOnsisted of studies of six priority areas:

i) the contribution of adult.learning theories
and practices toINSET (national case-studies);

ii) the role of the school in INSET (national
case-studies);

iii) the evaluation of INSET (national case-udies);
iv) new INSET materials;
v) role and training of teacher trainers;

vi) INSEr financing and resource's (national case-
studies).

For the second bra'nch. of PhaSe 2 (which was mainly
'funded by the participating countries) a series of co-
development activities, in the form of nationally sponsored
conferences, seminars and site-visits for practitioners
and researchers were organised. These will continue on a
group and bilateral basis as long as the participants con-

sider them worthwhile.

"Figures between brackets refer to the Bibliography,
at the end o` thii volume.



II. THE IMPORTANCE AND SCOPE OF INSET

The Interim.Report (11) concluded that there were
three main reasons for the recent growth ih commitment of
-national governments to INSET. First, it was inherently
important that teachers, of all people, should continue
with their personal and professional education; second,
the rapid, extensive and fundamental naturP
day change - technological, economic, cultural, social-7--
political - made it imperative for the education system
in general and LeaChers in particular to review and modify
teaching methods'and curricula; third, for widely preva-
lent demographic reasons, the demand for new teachers was
dropping sharply and the INSET needk,pf a stable teaching
force thereby became especially important.

The same report (P. 46) showed also that there was
broad agr.eement in Member countries that INSET could and
should make an important-contribution to the resOlution
of prohlems-associated with several contemporary, major
-LaSk areas in education:

a) the curricular problems associated.wilTh.the
extension of compulsory schooling3 especially
the needs of the 13-16 age group;

b) the needs of special school populations, such
'

as immigrant groups, multi-ethnic communities
and disadvantaged rjra] communities;

c) the needs associated with particular subjects,
notably science and mathematics, and student
grouys, notably those with special edu-
cational needs (i.e. variants on the main-
streaming problem);

d) the new demands on teachers caused by the
radirllly changing nature of achOol-community
relaL._onships, e.g.

- relations between educatiot and working
life;

- renewed community,emand5rfor accountability
related to educational standards and assess-
ment;

e) the curricularh 'and organisational consequences
of declining enrolments;

,

0
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f) the'strategic need to provide adequate TNSET
- for those with jnternal school manageme.
responsibilitios.

Fhere was, and continues,to be, less agreement about
the -precise nature of rNSET. In the present report it is
understpod as those education and training ac,tivities
engaged in by primary and secondary school teachers and,
principals, following tneir initial professional certifi-

-,Ncati aon, 'nd intended. mainly or exclusively tb improve their
professional knowledge, skills and attitudes in order that
they can educate children more effectively. This defi-
n1tion will not meet with complete agreement either within
or between Member countries, but it does reflect the main
purposes for which the term haS aCtually been used in most
of the project documentation.

The point can perhaps be made more clearly by analys-
ing a range .)f.INSEC purposes in the context of continuing
1icijn ahd the,demands of system and individual needs.

rne generic term "continuing education" (or recurrent,
adult, lifelong education or l'education permanente) is
generally thought to embrace two broad cemponents -
pers-jnal eduation and vocational training. We may ac-
cordingly distinguish between five main purposes of con-
tinuing education f.or teacher,s

1. Improving the job performance skills of the
whole school staff or of groups of'staff (e.g.
a school-focused INSET programme).

2. Improving the job performance skills of an
individual -teacher .(e.g an induction programme
for a beginning teacher.

1. Extending the experience of' an individual
teacher for career development or promotion
purposes (e.g. a leadership training course/.

4. Developing the professional knowledge and
understanding of an individual teacher (e.g. a
Master's degree in educational studies).

5.- Extending the personal or general education
)f an individual (e.g. a Master's degree
course not in education or a subject related
Lo teaching).

A widely recognised problem in all prganisations is
that f roc)nciling the potential conflict between meeting
the reguirements and goals of "the organisational system
and of satisfying the needs for self-fulfilment of Lhe
individual member of an organisation, Adapting a diagram
from (;e1e1,-.1and ,:,uha (72), we can relate this problem to
th,? ii purp'iss .)f continuing education for teachers.

In this ,diagram Purpose 1 is seen as most likely to
s7atisty th reluirements of the system for meeting its
g)a13 lnd least likely to meet the needs of individuals
for 7:e1f-ful1ilment, while the reverse is the case with,



Diagram 1 SYSTEM AND INDIVIDUAL NEED FACTORS
AND THE PURPOSES OF CONTINUING EDUCATION

SResqtuerrem e n t 5

9411

lndvldual

o Needs

Purpose I :

Staf,f /
Group
Pert °mance

Purpose 2 :
Individual
lob
Pert ormance

Purpose 3 :
Career
Development

Purpose4: Purpose5:
Professional Personal
Knowledge Education.

fr

Purpose 5, Et is, of course, recognised that any one
INSET course may have several purposes but the diagram
(t)es'illustrate Henderson's point made in "The Concept of
,Scllool-FOcused En-service Education and Training" (81).
that a useful. distinction can be made between the main
and incidental purposes and outcomes of.an INSET activity.

These issues were discussed fn the submission by
the teachers' representatives to the Intergoverrimental
Ccmference (119):

0"Whereas INSET is primarily based on utilitarian
'concerns, in particular the adaptation and ex-
tension of teaching techniques, a teacher's per-
manent edu-ation is designed more.to en.courage
his desire fbr personal achievement and to fulfil
his personal aspirations. IL meets the need for
each individual person constantly to be renewing
the basic elements of his personal culture, in a
changing world where values are changing all the
Limr.?.. In fact; the concept of permanent edu-
cation cannot.be opposed to that'of im-service
training; on the contrary, permanent.education
.is one of the essential elements of such'training,
the one that concerns the teacher's profesional
life. One could'even say that permanent edu-
cation, seen in this light, should bring.into
closer relationship strictly cultural values and
professional values, mork and leisure; aspects
of a person's life that the world of today has '

contributed to fragment and evqn to bring into
opposition."

12
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A similar position was adopted in the "James
Report" (61)7 while alternative definitions and some of
their implications are considered in at least two project
reports, Marklund and Eklund'S on Swedeno(7) and Fox's
Synthesis Report on Evaluation (3(2).

The indications from the reports and case studies
produced during the project arP.that personal education
(Purpose 5) is generally seen as an incidental aim and
outcome of INSET by both teachers and employers; that /

teachers and, particularly, employers andAprincipals ar
keen on Purposes 1 and 2; that certain teacher.; are ke,
on INSET for'career development (Purpose 3); net und
versities and professional associations ,support the
provision of professional know]edge for underatanding

° (Purpose A) and personal education (Purpose 5); and that
teachers May attend INSET for professional knowledge
,(Purpose 4) partly in the hope that it will help them
achieve promotion (Purpose 3).

Several general concluding points are worth making.
First,that in practice, INSET is concerned with ;

Purposes 1 and 2 in all Member countries, with PUrposes 3
and 4 in many Member coUntries and with Purpose 5 in.a few
Member counil-ies. Second, tnat bhe preference of employ
ing authorities for Purposes 1 and 2 is most eyident when
they are required to release teachers to attend INSET
courses. Third, that INSET needs are complex, and,likely
to be given different priority by the- various,interested
parties.; hence the need for appropriate machinery Lo-
negotiate and agree upon t.hem.

0

13
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LII: TEACHERS' CHARACTERISTICS AND INSET NEEDS

,At an early stage in the project it was-,recognised
that a fresh look at the characteristics and needs of
teachers as adult learners was needed if their role in
INSET was to be better understood, and one of the Phase 2
'activities dealt specifically with this theme.

The French contribution here,.by Gilles Ferry (14),
relates teacher needs directly to the wider question of
adult and continuing education. 'Since adultheod can be
defined in terms of age and development.which follows
childhood and adolescence, Ferry concludes that a psycho-
logically-oriented theory of adult education is needed.
However, since aiulthood can also be defined as a Status
'which is dependent upon socio-economic factors, then a
sociologically-oriented theOry is also needed.

Ferry goes on Eo argue that, necessary as these
psychological and sociological theories are, the most
,important feature of affective adult education is the
opportunity for the "trainees" to participate in decisions
about (the design, implementation and evaluation of the
programme. He also notes that the educational needs of a
professional demand more than the learning of techniques
and:methods: continuing education for a profession (oe,
one might add, a semi-profession) embraces its whole
institutional continuum) with ita own system of standards,
network of relations, and cultdre.

The theme of.the teacher as a working adult is also
taken up in a British contribution. Chambers (12)
stresses the importance of the ways in yhich a-teacher
vieYs and values himself or herself in in-:.school and
private situations. Central as work is to most teachers'
lives, et least four other focal interests occupy an
individual's thought and time: the self, family, leisure
and communit,y: In order to illustrate their impact upc,
INSET, Chambers outlines two case studies of hypothetical
teacner. The Secohd study.is of a female 24-year-old
history honours graduate from a sheltered religious home
background. She has been plunged,into a "down-town" -----
secondary comprehensive school to teach histery-and some
religious education, mainly to third, fourt-l-rand fifth
year mixed classes of "hardies". Her-p-Ost-graduate/

14



certificate of education training has,"sprayed" her
lightly with theoretical cohcepts from,Piaget, Bruner and
Vigotsk/y but that theoretical background, alliied tb her
tWelve weeks' teaching Practice in an open7,a6cess sixth-
form secondary college,of self-selected pupils, has not
been greatly relevant .(or developmental) in enabling her
to acquire the necessary "coping skill's" for the,work-she
now has td face daily. .

Chamberscontinues that the postulate would lead one
to .suppose that this teacher's "vocational-self" constr ct
could be: "I am a total and.abysmal failure" and tha
this arose from a perceived -rejection of everything she
-had to offer by the pupils, reinforced by the all-too
apparent attitudes of her' lehg-suffering colleagues wh
patience was,wearing.thin attheir failure to assist he
in gaining class-control, and compounded still further by
her spending the greater part of her:private, out-of-
school time alone in a two-room self-contained flat.
However, she has recently become engaged and, as a reault,
her range of communication skills has extended beyond a
preoccupation with her 'own failures. She is now, there-
fore, better able to incorporate other pecple's needs,
ideas and values - including those.of the pupils' - into
her owh "system" and her teaching ability is improving
slightly as a consequence.: Because she.is now leas in
need of rewarding feedback she is becoming less flexible
and more authoritarian. From needing "salvation", '

Chambers suggests that she could now be motivated.to attend
an INSET course by the need for "reorientation" or, even,
"self-evaluation" if she is, by now, not oo much at risk.

/ \

Writing from an American viewpoint, Corrigan,
Haberman,and Howey (13/) argue that INSET has neither been /
regarded as adult education nor used theories of adult
learning because learning theories have been developed iu
reration to animals and children and because; in any case,
INSET has some'important, distinctive features. They
derive seven theoretical orientations from the literature
oh adult educatiOn.' First, psychometric research on
.adults has found mainly negative correlations between age\
a tests of intelligence, achievement, meellory and
creativity. On the other'hand, a second theoretical
orientation streases the positive potential of the ageings
process because older people have accumulated more know-
ledge and experience; however, there are few research
datA to support this approach. MaStery learning theory
generates proppsitions about motivation; feedback,
readiness, etc'. which, though sometimes contradictory,
not of equal importance and not equally research-based,
appear EO have direc't relevance to adult learning.
Personal development thepry contends that adult.develop-
ment is a continuation of early (i.e. child) internal
development and involves a Series of stages or phases in
which different life tasks and therefore needs arise.
Organisation theory indicates that the situational

15



pressures upon\ihdividuala have to be taken into account,
and changed, if,meaningful learning is to occur. Finally,
group learning theory stresses the significant influence
of peer groups on individual learhing.

.The implications of each theoretical orientation are
then'explored by applying them to INSET. For example,
the writers sugges t. thatsome form of compensatory edu-
cati-pn would be an appropriate way of responding to older
students who were thought to require extra help because of
the ageing-negative 'process; an approach based on a grOup
learning orientation might use work groups and teams as .

the basic learning group. The value of this study probably
lies mainly' in the fact that it provides the first "map" of -

d nithei-to unexplored aspect of INSET which should prove
especially useful for research purposes.

What of the malue of t..e American, British and French
studies of adult learming for INSET programme designers
and trainers? They undoubtedly act as sensitisers to the
imp-)rtance ')f the various characteristics of teachers as
adult learnerS ami to new ways of approaching,the adult
learning process. However, as an exaMple,'a careful read-
ing ::)f th NS contribution suggests that although the
seven theoretical orientations are sometimes mutually
supportive they are not necessarily'compatible and may
even be mutually contradictory. Furthermere, in most real.,
life INSET programme settings the students are of differ-
ent ages, sexes and from different personal and school
circumstances and so the trainer's problems are compounded.

However, although the case studies do not offer many
examples of good, feasible practice based directly upop
'theories of adult learning, these that are described are
of considerable relevance and value to practitioners, For
instance, Ferry (14) describes the changes that have oc-
curred over,a twelve-year period in France in the design
of a long course for specialist educator's. Over thi.s
time, he says, the f:ormula has practically.been'reversed:
occupational training,defined and controlled by the
institution, has given way to persona] training which the
trainee designs and implements with the resourCes put at
his disposal. The. idea,of. Lraining eduFators in accord-
an7e with the demands of the institution has changed to
one of creating conditions in which the educators have an
,Tportunity to train themselves..

Writing from the United.Kingdom, Ellidtt (67) sets
out to answer the question "How do teachers learn'?"
arguing:

"... that_intelligent practice_- for example,
khnwing now to perform educatinal activitieS
like teaching, curriculuM deveD9pment, and
evaluation - cannot direc'tly 6pAing from a
knowledge of theoretical Princip'les about

16



practice, 'since these principles themse:yes
derive froM the analysis Of praCtice. /They are
abstractions from the practical knowle ge
embodied ia concrete performances:\ T is argu-
Ment has three important implicatiOns. First,
practical knoWledge cannot be reduce to the
consciouS applitation of principles,.and this
means the latter\annot explainhow People learn
to acquire, and dOelop their practicar-,skills.
,Secondly,/genuine Oeoretical stat ments about
practice .dampot be\understood a p iori. One
does not first undrstand a theor tical
principle about education and th n apply It in
an analysis of practice. The un erstInding-
emerges from_the an lysis. Thi dly, theories
about concrete prac-ices, rath than their
.geaeralisable featu-es, cannot be formal theories
located within an a ademic di cipline. Unlike .
the latter they ar bound to particular sub-
stantive context.ul

,Elifott then goes on t des,-4-ibe in detail'his attempts to
.apply thse ideas to a advanced course in curriculum
studies or experienc d teachers.

Surv ys of teaclers' INSET needs are more familiar
'and have\b.en carr d out in many countries at all system
levels - hFtiona , state, local authority and School.
These provi-,e nformation about self-reported needs in
relation, f.)r. iastance; to the teaching of particular sub-
jects and t the management of schoola. Other surveys
'and research projects have focused'on teachers' needs'at
different c reerstages. ;

mple a series of research and development
studtes have been carried out ilnto the induction and
training réeds of beginning teachers in England and
Wales'(5' . These have led to the broad conclusion that
the ov,er'whelMing toncern'of most probationers is with the
pr rcalities of their own teaching situation and that
ractical relevance is the principal yardstick by which

they, will judge an induttiOn programme.

The project also led to the formulation of a
rationale which can best be understood within the chron-
ology of the school year. The probationers' needs are
said to begin at'the time of appoin&nent. Following this,
orientation to the routines and procedures of the school
and LEA can take place during a pre-service visit or during
the First days and weeks of the autumn term. The adap-
tation period is one in which the probationer is coming'
to erms mith and reconciling the,.frequently conflicting,
demands of the school, the pupils., his own inclinations
ahd the advice given to.him in initial training: in
short, he is formulating his own teaching style in a
partic6lar context. Towards the end of the autUmp term,



most LEAs ask the head to camplete a progress assessment
form so that probatiOners at risk can be identified. From
about Christmas onwards, the majority of probationers have
settled in and are ready for more sustained training ac-
tivities to meet their professional development needs.
The final.assessment form is usually completed towards the
end of'the summer term and can be used to stimulate an
overview both of the past year's experience and of career
and in-service education and training opportunities during
the second year and beyond. The six stages were not seen
as sequential or developmental; ratho...- they were offered
as a tentative mapping device for those responsible for
helping beginning teachers.

The work of Fuller in the United States (71) provides
an alternative perspective on developmental needs in
relation to the.job. Tfie most recent formulation offers
a model based upon measures of teachers' stages of concern:

I. Early phase .0 Concerns about self (non-.
teaching cioncerns)

II. Middle Phase 1 Concerns 1tbout professional
expectatipns and acceptance

2 Concerns about one's own
adequacy: subject matter c
class control

3 Concerns about relationshipl
with pupils

Q

III. Late phase 4 Concerns about pupils' learn-
ing yhat is taught

5 Concerns about pupils' learn-
ing what they need

6 Concerns about one's own
(teacher's) contributions to
pupil change.

(dapted from Fuller by Feiman-Nemser and Floden)(69).

Policy makers, teacher educators and teachers' as-'
sociEltions have often concentrated on the career needs of
teac1iers. For example, an attempt was made by a national
committee for INSET in England and Wales to devise an
INSET heeds framework based upon the likely career pat-
'terns of teachers. The concept of a career profile in-
cluded thc following key stages:

- the induction year;
- a consolidation period of four to six years
during which teachers would attend short,
specific courses;

- a reorientation period, after six to eight
years experience, Yhich could involve a
sec.)ndment for a one term course and a change
in career development;

18
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- a period of fuElther studies, in advanced
seminars, to develop specialist expertise;

- at about mid-career, after about twelve to'
fifteen years,/ some teachers would benefit
from advanced:studies prog'rammes of one year
Or more in length, possibly to equip them
for leadership roles;

- after mid-career, a minority would need
preparation !for top management roles.while
the majority would need regular opportunities
for refreshthent:

As with the examples cited earlier in this section,
it is important tp queStion the status and usefulness of
these studies,. T eir main value"is probably as tools for
deepening our un erstanding but, like all typologies and
models they oversithplify in'order to achieve this. Thus,
although the induction year stages provide 8n analytic
tool which.has proved useful during a research and develop-
ment phase, no individual probationer's experience is,
likely to fit neatly into these stages. Similarly, nip
individual teacher is likely to move in'a straightforward
linear fashion through Fuller's stages of concern which,
in any case, do not.deal with the teacher's concerns about
herself or her career. It'should also be said that, not
unexpectedly, the "career profile" has ,flat with corisider-
able opposition`because it is thought to be too pre-
soriptive; it has not, therefore, been widely used as a
basis for identifying requirements. Finally, none of
these models appears to'have influenced.the ways in which
teachers go about identifying their INSET needs. .

f'"'
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"IV, THE ROLE OF THE SC'HOOL

The school is increasingly being seen in many Member,
countries as a major initiator of and ocus for INSET. A
justificationfor school-focused TOSET was given by
Perry (105) reporting the S,tockholM Conference: "The case
has been cogently made that to enspre true implementation'
of change ... we must work with teachers in the place and
in the situation where change is to take place. The case
ia made with equal cogency that 'the school-building is the,
context in which all needs at ail levels of the system
ultimately come together." He also offered'a definition.
"School-focused training is all the strategies employed by
trainers and teachers in partnership, to direct training
programmes in such a way as ta Meet ,the identified needs
of the school, and to raise t14e standards of teaching and
learning in the classroom:"

A major task has, of course, been to clarify the.
definition and rationale of school-focused INSET. Howey
in his Synthesis Report (25) has demonstrated that the
contributions and practical examples in the case studies
and conference papers provide a good starting point for
this.

In the United Kingdom.,.a nationally distributed
pamphlet (64) suggested several INSET methods of a less
conventionll kind:

1. A home economics teacher spends a day in
another school to/find out about a new chlid-,
care course, !!

2. Two deputy headajdn a very different-primary
school exchange.)obs for one week to broaden
their exPeriencei.,

3. ,klarge comprehensive,school timetable frees
'staff for one Week each year tp work on
materials preparation with theresource
centre co-ordinator.

4. Two colleaguea in the same-school system-
atioaily.obaerme each other teaching over a
term and disCOss their obserVrations after
each session./

5. A group of coMprehensive scl7ooi staff
developing a new integratedrstudies curriculum



invites a teachers' centre wa/rden to co-,
ordinate a term-long school-based course
involving outside speakers.

6. A college of education offers a week-long
course for primary schools tOr four weeks
in succession, Each of four members of staff
attend in turn thus having/a siMilar experi-
ence. College staff foIlo -up by visiting
the schools.

7. Two LEA advisers offer a chool-based course
Of eight weekly sessions pn primary maths.
They. spend from 3,0 to 3 45 working with
teachers in their classr oms and from 4.0 to
5.30 in follow-up works op/discussion sessions.

\B. A university award-bear ng ,course for a group
; ol staff from the same frchool includes, a

sObstantial school-bas 0 component.
Aischool,Aruns a confer nce on "Going
qomprcheliSive"which begins on Friday morning,
ln, school time, and ends on Saturday afternoon.
PUtside speaker's include a chief adviser, a
icomPrehensive head and .a university lecturer.
iAs a\result, several!working parties run

oj

throughout the follTing year."

W,de-ranging examples Of school-focused INSET are
descri-ied in the:Australian/ report (16) and are summarised
by Ho ey (19) :

Short meetings, residential Conferences for
the entire staff, whole-day activities for the.
staff held at the sthool Or other venue, visits
from cAsultants, interchange with or visits to
other schools,Hinteraction with parents, short
conferences (1-3 da/ys), in-depth curriculum
stUdy of materiajs, developmental workshops
(2-5 weeks release)

7
whole-term release, activities

which examine prOblems,of an organisation or
curricular nature/that face the staff of a partiC:-
ular school, longterm classroom-based action
research with coriSultancy report, teachers' centre
or education centre activities, an extended
(developmental) series, of meetings, and finaIl
residential in-service education programMes.

Secondary schools in several countries have desig-
nated a senior member of staff as the equivalent of a
professional tutor.: In' the United Kingdom, for instance,
several local education authorities have.encouraged
secondary schools to'develop their own in-service policies
and programmes and to appoint a professional tutor with
responsibilities for initial induCtion and in-service
training (vide Baker, 1979), although in most schools
these are split between two or more experienced staff.
Thus, in one secondary school, a deputy, head co-Ordiriates
the professional,development programme and concentrates on
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that aspect aimed at experienced,teachers. He j_s assisted
by a'less senior colleague who looks after probationary
teachers and student teachers. The school's professional'
development committee is thaired by the deputy head, with
the tutor acting as secretary, and the membership is made
up of teacher representatives, the LEA's general adviser
for the school, and the.liaison tutor from a college of
education. Examples of similar developments include the
introduction of school-based teacher educators in Houstdn,
Um,ited States (108) and the proposals for a specific
"personnel function and in-service plans within Dutch
secondary s,chools

. At its best,-,school-focused INSET is one aspect of a
school's staff development policy and thus an integral
part of its overall school development policy. The
British governmental pamphlet already referred to (64)
recommended shoola in England and Wales to devise an INSET
programme focused on the needs of individual teachers,
functional groups (e.g. departmental teams) and the whole
school staff. This approach underpins the "site" research
project which has been evaluated 'oy Baker (46) and has in-
volved 50 schools.

Fullan (17) describes examples of two scnool-based
INSET activities in Canada:

"... in which the staff play a major role in
definEng.sOcific school needs, program
development requirements and progress,in relation
to given goals. The district provides time,
money, and other forms of support ,including the
use of external consultants. The programs,
however, are directed at single, albeit major,
problems.. We do not get a tense of whether .

ongoing in-service development at the individual,
small group and school level.is 'a way of life'
regarding all in-service needs of teachers. It
is alSo not clear whether the school 'as an
organisation is a'focus for change (i.e. the
development of the role of the principal,
communication., and decision-making skills of
staff, etc.). Nonetheless, here is much more .

emphasis placed on the school qua School as the
focal point for development of in-service
programs geared'toward the particular needs of
the staff of individual schools."

In Denmark, a school-based INSET programme was
Mounted in a primary school by researchers fro the Royal
Danillh School of Educational Studies. Olsen (104) reports
thate,the three-year action,-research study aimed "to meet.
the needs of teachers with regard to content in a
realistic setting where you work with cOleagueS on a team
and can draw upon expertise and information.from outside
'geared to your needs and, wishes".
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ilson concluded that it took far more 'time than antici-
.pated to devolop fruitful working relationships and for
the crucial task of needs definition; that the researchers
had to be.prepared to adopt an active consultancy role; and,
finally, that it was important for the researchers to work

collaboratively with teachers in'their claS.srooms.

.
In.Sweden, acrding to Larsson (95) , ,-he move towards

sch)-d-focused INSET is the natural consequence of a wider
trend towards decentralisation of decision-making about
scbool matters. For example, schools involved in the

.
"Local School Development; Planning and Evaluation" projçct
were liven complete discretion for planning their five

INSE1 days. One school did so using a working party in-
volving representatives & teachers, hon-teaching person-
nel, ,students and parents. .The preliminary evaluation
results indicate that, although the imp-get of these INSET
activities upon the internal work of the school has been

limited,' they have.

".- criLrihu ted to a more intense debate ahd
dscussion in educational matters, to a greater
openness i'h the relatiOns between groups and
individuals, to better knowledge of the condi--
Lions under which their 0\11 school works, to a
deeper engagement in probl ms.concerning their
own sitwation, and to an in-reased consciousness
of their own responsibility or the sdlution of
tileSe problems".

Other examples of school-foc se, INSET display
features of a more centralised or mahcigerial kind. The

M.-mtgomery County .staff development prvgramme, for

example,,is a district level scheme which is ba3ecYl upon

specific performance expeetat.ions for each teacher and

the Linc-)ln .district uses a variant on management b,i ob-

jectives for its staff appraisal and development
scheme (19). In Canada, according to Fullan (17), osL

school districtos "... seem to be primarily coacerne
about the implementation of provincial curriculurvgtpide-
lines within which they interpret and set prioritie$ for

their own district. There is a tension between accomplish-

ing district wide-priorities and individual teacher or
school priorities which sometimes do POL align with the

di!-.ftrict emphasis."

T'ho district described by Fullan in one caseistudy
has tried to pursue district priorities while tre Ling
theas the main target.for change -and enco raging

e,a(fi schowork out detailed curriculum proceQures

and 1 scale f'Ai.PASEF needs and priorities. A simidar
appr)actL underliesme recent proposals in.. the J

Nether1lnds (116) and;n a much larger and more gener-
outly funded scale, is evident in California (50).
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A particular study was made of the actual and poten-
tial contribution of teachers' centres to school-focused
INSET. As Howey rightly observes in his Synthesis
Report (25) there is considerable diversity not only be-
tween countries and cultures but within countries in terms
of those structures and operations which are referred to
as teacher.centres. He does on to argue that -

"While.many teacher centres aee'school-focussed
in nature, others are not. It is difficult.to
generalise, but the differences between some
teachers' centres and other forms of in-service
which are specifically school-focussed would
.include the following:

1. The primary focus in most teacher centers
quite obviously is on teachers; while many
school-focussedih-service endeavors tend to
attend to the needs of all educational and
educationally-related personnel in a school
building.

2. Che focus in many teachers' centers tends to
, be more on individual teacher needs and

interests, while,in many school-focussed
endeavors there is at least some attention
to problems which are best attended to by
the entire faculty or clOse working groups
Within that faculty.

3. Many teacher centers have a district or.
regional focus; they attend tc the needs of
1 number of schools. Other forms of school-
'focussed in-service concentrate /their energies
more directly on individual sch ols.

,4. There an effort in many tezic ee centers
to dev lop better linkages and o-oedination
betwecn and among the plethora. f agents and
agen ies which ace to some e ten inVolved in
the continuingoeducation of eao ers. In
other forms of school-focussed in service a
variety Qf persops external to th school are
called upon, but the primary goal to attend
to the needs of the individual scho and'not
serve as a co-ordinating agency.

Fhus, it seems reasonable teconclude thatwhatever,
their -)ther undoubted strengths, there is, as yet, no
evidence that teachers' centres ar any more likely 0-an
other providing agencies to offer s hool-focused'INSET.

. Moreover, given the diversity of te chers' centres re-
ferred to above, it maY well be more\productiva to concen-
trate on identifying effective roles\and strategies for
schoolfocused INSET by analysing exaeples of good prac-
tice, whereyer these occur, and then disseminating de--
scriptions as widely as-possible so that providing agencies
of all types can adopt aid adapt thes Methods where
appropriate.



For example, external advisers or consultants can
.manifestly play am important part in school-focused INSET.
InT/arson (16) describes,the work of a small team in
Victoria, Australia, who visit schools to help teachers to
develbp and improve mathematics programmes. In New Zealand,
each education district has a team of'advisers and.
FolreSt (I8) ,describes the priorities of one rural schools
adriser as being:

1. Visiting newly-appointed princirals.
2. Visiting teachers in response to requests

for assistance.
3. Visiting newly-appointed assistants.
4. Visiting teachers to build on ideas

initiatedfon a previous visit or 'at an in-
service course.

In the Netherlands (21), one regional centre works
directly with schools which request help on subject
teaching. Phis involves classroom visits and school team
meetings. The Detroit Center.for. Professional Growth and
Development has a field consultancy service which helps
primary teachers (23). In England, advisory teachers are
common and some have particular responsibilties for
beginning teachers (100). Detailed national studies of
advisory teachers and consultants, particularly in con-
trast to those advisers with inspectorial ,functions wou,ld
thus be of value, as previously suggested by Bolam,
Smith and Canter (56).

Following these accounts of practical examples,
perhaps the-simplest way to summarise and clarify the
nature of school-focused INSET is to compare and contrast
it with the two commonest alternatives - the long course
and the short course. To simplify this comparison the
exaMples are drawn from one country - the United Kingdom -
and summarised in Table 1. Long courses there include
the in-service B.Ed., and Advanced Diploma'in Education
and the M.E-d. Characteristically, such courses would:

- last up to three,years;
- be located off the school site at a university

or college of higher education;
- be staffed by university or college lecturers
who would also initiate and design them;

- be attended by individual teachers from
different schools;

7 be aimed at meeting the professional and, to
some extent, the personal educational needs
of individual teachers;

- take place away from the teachers' classrooms
lnd schools and thus in an,off-the-job or
course-embedded context;

- concentrate ,pn conveying knowledge about
theory, research and subject disciplinesi

- us: teaching methods like lectures, tutorials
and discussion groups;
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Table 1

SCHOOL-FOCUSED INSET COMPARED.WITH LONG AND SHORT COURSES'

Characte ristics ,

Long Course Short Course School-Focused

e.g. (In-service);;
B.Ed., AZvanced
Diploma, and M.Ed.

e.g: 1C weekly sesions
at a teechers: centre
on subject teaching

e.g. Day conference
and follow-up group
meetings '

, Aims

I Location

Participants

,

Context

.Length

Staffing

71-natiator/Sepigner

;Content

Typical methods

Accreditation/Awards

Follow-up

Evaluation

Indik.Ldual professional/
personal deyelopment

Centre (i.e. off-site)

individual eYteachers L.-cm
different schoOls

Off-the-job/course
embedded '

Up to 3 years

Centre/external P

Centre.

Knowledge of theory,
research and subject

.

discipline

Lectures, tutorials and
discussion ,groups

. .

Yes

Rarely

Rarely

Idividual vocational
development

Mainly centre
.

Mainly,individual teachers
from.different schools

.Off-the-jo course
embedded

Up to,,U weeks
-,...

Mainly Centre/exierRal :

.4.4..,A
...,- IN

Cen,tre (usually) %

General, practi.cal,:-4-'=-==fob'gPecific,-, .,

knowledge and Ski1ct*.
.c.-:.

.
,

N ,

Workshops,..,films andA
siMulatien4'VN

Sometimes
.

,

Sometimes

Sometimes

Group/School (i.e. s-ystem)
development 1r

Mainly school (i.e. on
site) ,

Individuals and groups
mainly from one sthool

Job related and soMetimes
on-the-job/job-embedded

Usually short term

7Utro?:11: and external '

Schapl/GroLip/Teacher
,i'.."2

problem- ,

solving, practical
knowledge and skills

School visits, classroom
.observations and job
rotation

Very rarely
.

'Usually
.

Sometimes .

\:.
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- normally result in an academic award or ac-
c editAion Which would often be an aid to a
aldry increase or promotion;

..7,- rarely involve any follow-up Contacts at-th-e----

i
end of the course; and

-

.

rarely be evaluated by the providing agency for
impact upon teaching perfprmance or school

,change.

Examples of short courses in the United Kingdom in-
clude evening or weekend conferences and courses of, say,
10 weekly two-hour sessions on topics like primary
science, school management and in-school evaluation.
Characteridtically, such courses.would:

-.lasE for-no more than one term of ten weeks;
- be located.mainly, but not exclusively, off

the school site at a teachers centre, college
of higher education or University;

- be staffed mainly by staff from this external .

centre who would normally in,itiate and design_
the course;

- be attended mainly by individual teachers,from
,different schools but sometimes by pairs or
groups trom'the same shOol;

- be aimed at meeting the vocational development
needs of individual teachers in the hope that
this would improve their work in school;

- take place away from the teachers' classrooms
and schnols and Ihus in an off-the-job"and
c5urse-tembedded context;

- concentrae on practical knowledge and skills
but at a fairly high level of generality;

- use tdaching methods like workshops, simu-
lations and films as well as lectures and
discussion groups;

- sometimes lead to an accre4tation;which may
be recognised f.or promotion (but not salary)
pprposes;

- sometimes involve follow-up visits by the
course staff Eo 'the teachers in their.,schools;

- someti'Mes be informally evaluated by the
providing agency for impact upon teaching
performance or school change.

,

Examples of school-focused INSET activities include
staff conferences, and follow-up activities, staff
eveIopment.sprogrammes and COnsultancy visits.
Characteristically, such activkties would:

- vary considerably in .length but rarely extend
beyond one year;

- be mainly school-based but sometimes talc?.
.place off-site at another school or a teachers'
centre, etc.; ,
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- be staffed by teachers from the school and by
external advisers and invited contributors or
consul ants;

in the light of school and group policies;
- be attended by individuals, groups or the whole

staff from the school and sometimes by out-
siders;

- be aimed at the group and whole staff (i.e.
system) development needs of the school;

- sometimes but not usually, take place in the
classroom or some other on-the-job or job-
embedded context;

- concentrate on practical knowledge and skills
of a:job-specific and problem-solving Jcind;

- use experience-based "teaching" methods like
job'rotation, classroom observation by peers,
visi"ts to other schools and organition,
development, as well as lectures, discussions,
fi,lms, etc.;
only7rarely lead to any kind of award,
accreditation, salary increase or promotion;

- normally involve follow-up work as an
integral p t of the activity; and .

- sometimec ejnformally evaluated by school
sLaffFr impact upon teaching performance and
schr

comparative, pperational characteri.sation of
school fp-Used, INSET should be read alongside the earlier
one.quotede om Perry (105) and the definition in
Howey.s. gynth;,sis Re ort (25):

"In summary,. ol-focused in-service can be
defined as th e continuing education activities
'Which-lbcus upon-the interest, needs-and prObIeMS
directly rglated to orie1.e role and responsibilities
in a specieTc .school site. These forms of in-
service focus not only on individual teacher con-
cerns and needs, but on matters which demand the
co-ordinated efforts of several if not all,
persons in,a-specific school setting. When
appropriate, both members of the larger school
community and the student population should have
input into decisions about necessary changes in
.the school and their implications for. INSET.
These forms of in-servite commonly call for
changes in the organisational structure and
programmatic nature of a school. They have impli-
cations for.basic role as well as speciftc'
behavioural changes. These forms of in-service
should'take plate in the form of an articulated
fraMework which considers dimensions of the.
Organisational/sociologicalThature of the school
and the curriculum and instructional patterns

!
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within whi h teachers work. The basic psycho--
logical gr/owth as well as the professional
development of the teacher should also be
considered."

From the evidence of these definitions and the
national case studies it seems reasonable to conclude that
"school-focused" is a term which describes a loose orien-
tation to INSET, rather than a conceptually rigorous
strategy for it: Nevertheless, it has helped to establiSh
the existence of the internatialal agreement about the
urgent need for INSET to be more relevant to teachers' jobs
and to the pressing needs of schools as organisations.
Furthermore, it has'helped to clarify the widelyLheld view
that the traditional INSET strategy, whereby individual
.teachers attend courses provided by outside agencies, is
valuable but too limited and that it should be deliberately
extended to encburage teachers and school staffs to plan
their own INSET programmes in the light of their self-
identified needs.

Beyond this basic but generally agreed standpoint
different emphaseS and several unresolved issues are
apparent. The conclusions reached in'Howey's Synthesis
Report that school-focused INSET.occurs infrequently and

is unlikely to expand rapidly are important ana Prompt the

questfon: "Why should this be, given that the method is
apparently/so popular with teachers?" ConceptUal, econ-
omic, financial, logistical, profeSsional and organ.is-
ational reasons are likely to be relevant to varying
degrees in'particular coOntries. Howey argues Lon-incingly
that informed and funded support is essential, particularly

at local ad-1pol levels. Moreover, if it is considered
important'that higher edlication institutions should modify
their approach to encompass school-focused INSET,_then
their-Mternal\sorganiaation and incentive structures will
hj4 to be char4ed,so that college lecturers see it-as
worthwhile to eng-age in school-focused work as well as In

more traditional cOurses.

Not unexpectedly, the apparently,straightforward
question, "How cost-effeCti&e_ds school-focused INSET?"
is soon revealed as a complex and multidimensional one.
AL ,east four main variables have to be specified in.
assessing the cost4effectiveness of any INSET activity:
ai s, length, staffing and teacher release and replacement

re uirements. As we shall see, the limited evidence at
pr sent available (which generally does not control for
these four variables) indicates that specified forms of
INSET which would come within Howey's definition, are

more Cost-effective for certain purposes.

A third set of issues relates to the notion of on-

the-job or job-embedded INSET. First, it should pe said
that a genera ly acceptable distinction can be drawn
b tween on-t e-job and on-site INSET. An activity may
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take place on the school premises (i.e. on-site);without
. being onthe-job. Thus, a management course for heads of
deparlment held in the staff room after School would be
on-site (or school-based) but not in an on-the7job context.. v-i-ag-a-ftd

advising a aew teacher as she taught her class would be
onthe-job (or jab-embedded) training: Next, although it
is the case that much of what happens throughout the normal,
day, for instance staff meetings and team.teaching, could
be said to lead to professional,developMent, it is surely
more helpful to adopt a definition of INSET, such as
Henderson's (81), based upon intentionality: "... activi-
ties which are designed, exclusively or primarily, to
improve and extend the professional capabilities of
teachers". Thus astaff, meeting would only count as job-
embedded or on-the-job INSEt if that Was'its prime purpose.

However, although, these conceptual difficulties can
be relatively easily overcome, the practical difficulties
of extending job-embedded INSET are often more intractable.
For example, the teacher tutors in the United Kingdom in-
duction Schemes were reluctant to enter the classrooms ,of
their probationers in case this diminished the latter's
professi)nal status in the eyes of the pupils (55). In .

any case, the tutors frequently could not find the time to
engage in classroom-based INSET and this, too', is a major
obstacle to job-embedded work as the Synthesis Reporb
indicates (25).

A fourth issue arises from the fact tnat, by its very
nature, school-focused INSET is likely to give priority to
the needs of the school as a system over those of the '

individual teacher. ,Moreover, this is likely to be
particularly true.ab a time of economic crisis: local
aUthorities and schbol principals are likely to allocate
scarce resources, epecially that of release time, to
INSET activities which can be justified to their pay-
masters as having direct relevanceto school needs. In
consequence, activities related primarily to the career
needs of individual teachers are likely to suffer.
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V. TRAINING THE TRAINERS

As Mulford points out in his Synthesis Report (32),
it is widely,acknowledged that those who provide INSET
could benefit from some form crf training. For example, a
particular study was made of the training needs of teacher
tutor's with responsibilitiea for providing schoolTbased
INSET for beginning teacherg during pilot schemes in
England and Males. Whereas, at the outset of the-project,

-,,there were uncertainties about both the need for_and con-
tent of tutor training, by the'end the Case for training
teacher tutors was made most forcibly: 71.per cent of all
respondents agreed that tutors needed some form of train- .

ing. Tutors themselves were most convinced of this,
especially, those froM secondary schools (94 per, cent).
However, only 53 per cent of tutors considered:the train-
ing they had received had been adequate: 87 per cent said,
.thatthe LEA should also produce written guidelines for
tutors and 69 per-cent thought that on-going and not
simply preparatory training was necessary (55).:

Perhaps. the first task Within any country is to reach
some agreeMent bout who the INSET trainers are. Three
distinctions are worth making at the outset: between .
those who are based inside and.those who are based oUtside
sChools; between those for whom.INSET is their primary or
exclusive job and those for Whom it is'a secondary or
incidental partt of their jots-;---and----b-etwe-an-t-ho-s-e--who--are.
seen by teachers as employer representatives-(e.g.
inspectors) and those who are hot.

Within schools,, it is rare for someOne to have INSET
as their principal job but in large secondary schools
-tirore_is an increasing tendency for a sehior staff member
(e.g. 6-deputy principal) to have staff development,as a
major job comp6ht,_ This is true in the United Kingdom
(45) and has been'ströng-ly_recommended in the
Netherlands (46). In Texas, the role of school-based
teacher educatJrs haS&-'been the subject of research and
according'to Howey (85) the following roles have been
identified: "resourqe specialists, design and develop:-
ment specialists, supervisorS of prospective teachers,
team leaders, teacher-training design and development and
other specialised supervisory positions.T!
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This list serves to illustrate the point that Within
schools t number of people have varying degrees'of re-
sponsibiity for staff development and INSET. 'Principala
and department heads-fall: into this category but so, too,
do newer types of role like the Japanese school-based
,researchcoar_diaa_to_r___C5)_ and the English primar'y.teacherS
-who act as internal advisory or resource personnel to
their colleagues for a specialist subject area like
sc\ience.

.Mulford (32) reaches the following conclusion:

With outside expertise coming under 'increasing
criticism and the swing to school focused/based
INSET becoMing more prOnounced, the role. of
insiders to the school (headmaster:and teachers)
in thestraining of :NSET trainers has become
important. However, the role of the, headmaster
in this ',training poses.a dilemma,- on\the one
hand there is mounting research evidece indi-
cating the'keY role played by the heatnaster in
effective change, on the other hand, there is
evidence that. headmasters (and district.,consult-,
ants and sUpervisorS) are not rated high4yby
teachers as INSET instructors.. The resolution
of this dilemma appears to lie in, the suggestion
that although the headmaster is vital for
facilitating INSET, ,the actual training should
be.carried out by. teadhers.
Unfortunately, the evidence and suggestions
that teachers be given ,the-pre7-eminent voice in
IflSEF should not be const,ued di-at-they also
desire to be, or are currently competent_as,
INSEP trainers. Only a small proportion of'
teachers would like to teach in-service courses'---.

,
and when they do they tend both to instruct, rather
than stimulate or-encourage,and have problems of
legitimacy and.expertise in the eye8 of their'
peers - particularly those who are closest.
Research impliesthat people in- sChools need to
learn and re-learn ways of working together, and
of sharing power and decision-making."

Encouragingly, new ways that can work effectively
with peers have been reported. Batten (47) says ',hat an
element that emerges strongly fromconsideration of the
vaqety of in-service activities encompassed by this'
rep rt is 'the iMportance of peer-group influence. The
wo d of the in ormed teacher, or pareat,nist-rator
is likely to b heeded and acted upon by the.peer 'group
mo e readily tilhan rnfOrmation received from any other
sc urce. He adds Liiat the opportunity to observe other
t achers in adtion, through school visits.or teacher
e change, has been foundloy teachers to be a useful in-
ervice activib, and could be included by' more development,
omMittees in their policy-making and planning. Other
xamples include the use of peer group panels (97): .
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"- They act as e sounding board for one -a-n-CiThe-r'c
self-analysis of needs, and for. ideas and
plans .for-improvement.

,-.. They assist each other in analysing teaching
and curriCulum, often by systematic observing
in each other's classrooms - using low
inference measures;

- They give one another low inference feedback
on behaviour observed or work analysed, and

- They verify 'for the record', if a record of
competence develcpment is needed, the member's
attaining of an bbjective in his/her improve-
ment plan."

The term "low inference"is used to describe observation
judgements and fedback based upon a pre-agreed set of '

relatively objeCtive categories. "High inference"
judgements are seen as coUnter-productive.

Outside schools, an equally varied number of !Arson-.
nel\ ect as _INSET trainers. Often they are employed by
the local or national authority. For example, in a study
of fOurteen,English local, authorities by Bolam, Smith and,
Canter (56), particular attention was given t6 the
training needs of local authority advisers and inspeCtors,
most of wKom spend a great deal of their time.providing
INSET. Less than 15 per cent of those questioned had
received any specific training yet almost 70 per cent
recommended that advisera Should receive specific train-
ing. Partly to overcome the difficulties caused by the
inspectorial aspects of such roles., many national, state
and local systems have inteoduced,some form of advisory
teacher whOse Mein job is INSET,'egpecially for primary
schools. For example, 'in the United States, Rauh (107)
describes the work of insffructional associates and
Howey (85) summarises work on the-edvisory teachers' role;
Groenhagen (21) outlines the,ways in which members of the
guidence-service provided-by the_Dutch local and_regional
education centres visit and help teachers ia schools;
McMahon CIOG1 descrloes the induction role of advisory
t'eachers in England;. -i,pvarson (16) describes the work
of a (maths Avisory ,? tgam in Australia; and Forrest (18)
provides a very useful cast-study of an adviser to rural
primary schools in New Zealand.

Three general observations are Worth making about
the adviory teacher role: first, it appears to be an
effective way of providing a formal framework within
which experienced specialist teachers can help colleagues;
second, it seems to work best in primary schools;. third,
teacherS appear to respond well to. the role, from which
one may conclude that the-role is a potent one which is
worthy of more.widespread adoption.

Another major group of INSET trainers are in the
institutions of higher education - colleges, polytechnics
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and'universities. Mulford:(32) concludes.that the p ace
of outsiders to the system, particularly those from
higher edUcation, seems limited in the eyes og teach rs.
They complain, he says, that personnel from hA.gher du-
cation institutions are poorly prepared to h ip, la'k
credibility, lack mutual understanding and a_e too /remote

thec re t i1ax.14_3ALh_en_schcci1-ba,c'ed act iv i t ies
are Tr".e-re-l'red--:-

. There is undoubtedly considerable for
in this conclusion but it does require .$Q e-qual4ication.
First, there is reason to. believe that teachers' opinions
of college staff are frequently basecion stereot pes and
moreover,'that, when teachers and college staff actuall
work together on INSET activit,ies, these stereo ypes c
be ec..Ided and that much more favourable opinion resu
(46 and 100). Second, there is ample e idence that,
particularly as a result of.the drop in initia tea her
training numbers, college staffs are r viewing their roles
'and adopting a much more.outward-looki g and chool-
oriented stance (46,, 47, 65). Third, :in seve-al countries
universities and colleges play little part i9 INSET and it
is at least_arguable that this is an under-u ilisation of
valuable professional resoUrces.

A second important consideration for M mber countries
is to asOcwhat INSET trainers actually do, and might
reasonablY be expected to do. Relatively ew systematic
or comprehensive surveys have tieen reporte though there
are several exceptions. For example, in he United
States, Katz .(92) studied the role and fu ctions of
advisers; in the United Kingdom,,Bolam, Smith and
Canter (56) reported on a study of local advisers and
inspectoes with particular reference to NSET and inno-
vatlon while the .functionS and training needs of profes-
sional tutors have also been studied by Bolam, Baker and
McMahon (55); in the Netherlands the oles of internal
support officials or change agents hav been surveyed (116).
The research on school-based teacher e ucators (SBTE) in
the. United States is one of the most nteresting of these
studies because the. extremely /thoroug review and analysis
led to a list of competencies with d'rect implications for
training needs (84):

urhe resulting set of 20 compe
cations assumed that an SBTE w
perform, as a teacher, the sp
petencies as well as flacilita
formance by others. SBTEs:

ency specifi-
Uld be able to

cified com-
e their per-

1. assist teachers to develo interpersonal
skills and effective com unication with
students, colleagues and school constitu-
encies; /.

2. 'assist teachers to gath r and u-tilize-
relevant data about o , classroom, and.

, community env,ironMents
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'assist teachers tO undeestand and work
effectively with different'socio-economic/
ethnic/cultural grou0s;

4. assist teachers to trail-slate knoWledge of
current educational reSearch and development
into instructional practices;

5. aSsist teachers to develop a personal
teaching style consistent with their own
philosophy;

6. asaist teachers to develop their Understanding
of basic conCepts and theories ofthe subjects
they teach;

7 assist teachers to uhderstand and use tech-
niques uenJesigned to.diagnOse
student ' academic .and socia
needs;

8- assist teachers to design, develop, and
maint in environments that facilitate learning;

9. assist teachers to develop instructional goals
and jectives;
assi.t teachers to develop and/or adapt
instructional programs and materials;

11. as'sist teachers tO' select and utilize
various strategies and models of teaching,
for example, concept development,.inductive
procedures, non,-directive teaching;

12. assist teachers to design and implement
personalised learning plans;

13. assist teachers to develop effective leader-
ship.skills;

14. assist teachers to understand and use
effective techniques of classroom management;'

15. assist teachers to evaluate instructional
effedtiveness by collecting, analyzing and
interpreting data on teacher and student
behavior;

16. assist teachers to develop, implementd-
assess continuing individual prof 'Onal
growth plans;

17. plan and- conduct inaivldbal conferences with
teachers;

18. recogn e-rhe existence of personal problems
affect a teacher's instructional

effectiveness and initiate appropriate referral
process;

19. demonstrate effective pla!nning, organisation,
and management skills;

20. facilitate research studies on teaching and
learning.

A third major consideration for Member countries iS
to review the range of available INSET methods and to /

assess their relevance and effectiv'eness. Not unexpected-
ly.the reports'and case studies include accounts of a
extremely varied range of techniques including clinic

, supervision, organisation development, micro-teachinc),

1

3-5

/
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classroom analysis, simulations, competency-based metnods
and distance-teaching. Thus, quite apart from the sub-:
stantive subject-matter.(e.g. mathematics teaching) which
the trainer may be trying to communicate, there are numer-
ous methods and techniques with,which, iJeally, they would
be familiar. An early plea was made for 8n analytic and .

critical typology of'INSET mechods (11),but the diffi-
culties of producing one are considerable. A preliminary
attempt .distinguishes between multi-media productions,
restricted media presentations, media emphasising written
presentation, single small-scale aids and small-scale
training systems and media (.31).

However, even a typology at this level of generality
is difficult' to apply to the numerous approches described
in the case studies. Three of the eighteen'cases summar-
ised by Mulford (32) illustrate this point: first, the
school-based project in Denmark in which uniVersity
lecturers worked in a consultancy style with a group of
teachers from a school who themselves decided the pro-
gramme of study (104); second, the IT/INSET project in.
the United Kingdom in which teams consisting of two ex-
perienced teachers, one college lec r and five initial
training student teachers Wan -ogether in a school to
promote seir-evaluabi,on and professional development for
all three groupa (Henderson!et al, 79)-; and third; the
Swedish School Leader Education Project in which the
training was based 'on interaction between leaders and On
activities which included some periods of self-obser-
vAtion (66).

Two further indications of the difficulties of
devising a satisfactory typology are worthy-of attention.
First is the tendency for any discussion of INSET methods
and materials to be dominated by considerations related
to distance-learning and hardware-based techniques like
micro-teaching. Important as these are, their utility is
limited. The vast majority of IN3ET activities are.far
more likely to.be characterised by 5ace-to-face inter-
actions between trainer and,teacher and hence it is help
with the methodOlogy or pedagogy of heseinetfacions
which will be of most value to the INSET train r. Second,
we may note the continuing debate about the corcept of
consultancy. For instance.in considering the mpli-
cations of consultancy for INSET several experienced
practitioners and researchers i the United K ngdom have
expressed doUbts aboUtthe relevance and help ulness of,
typologies based sm a "pure" nondirective mo el of
consultancy (78). Eraut (6r) writes a follors:

"I am adopting a-very broaa-de-firiltion Of
consultant and 8bandonfrig the impl'cit assump-

,
tion in my earlier writings that consultant is
necessarily non-directive.! This cvoids Oroblems
of exclusion by definition and le ves me free to
examine a wide range of possible 4onsuftancy roles.



My definition, therefore, is that a consultant is
any.externai agent froM within the educat,ional
system who involves himself in discussing the
educational problems of a class, department or
school with a view to improving the guality of
teaching and learning. I mean to exclude lay
people from this definition unless,they are
effectively co-professional - some journalists
and authors might belong in this category."

In this definition the potential "consultancy" con-
tributions of a whole range of professionals (e.g. inspec-
tors) can be re-examined - 'an important resource factor -
but the pure concept of consultancy has to be modified
with direct implications for, amongst other methods,
clinical supervision and organisation development.

A fourth major consideration is for Member countries
to ask what kind of training should be established for
ENSETtrainers. In his review of eighteen case 'studies,
Mulford (32) points out that training occurs in a wide
variety of settings: for example, in Portugal a centre
has been established to define the training needs and has
run experimental seminars on group dynamics and pedagogi-
cal evaluation, while in France integrated centres for
training adult trainers have been Set up. He concludes
that most of the material here tended to emphasise the
general factors that training should take into cônSider-
ation rather than specific methodologies. :nese general
factors were synthesised into eight points: the need to
be aware of schools as organisations, the nature Of
teachers and teaching, the school's context, the Lrainer
input dilemma and andragogy (adult learning theory)\and
emphasis on partiCipatorY approaches, experiential \
learning and educational administrator training.

Given the wide variety of settings, rol , functions
and methods which have been outlined in this section, the
most important single consideration is that training
courses ror INSET trainers (just als for te chers) should
-be as context-specific as possibl . It_fo Lows that, if
materials and training packages re to be/produced either
nationally or internationally, it is essantial that they
should be capable of °adaptation Eo local/and individual
circumstances and that ways of facilitat'ng such adap-
taLion should be built in from the outs t.
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the University of Sussex (106) distinguishes between
capital and recurrent 'costs and between social and intern-
al opportunity costs but 'such distinct:1:6ns do not figure .
explicitly in the British document just quoted, nor in
most of, the case studies.

c-An Australian study is a notable exception, but
although'Cameron- (34) gives the capital costs for certain
aspects of IN,BET (e.g. for education centres), he deals
maiply with recurrent costs. Moreover, all the studies
hwie, difficulty in differentiating between the proportions
of recurrent costs which should be allocated to INSET and
to, say_L__2urriculum'development or sthool inspection.
A solution a-d( 'n the British document was to impute
the LNSET probrk)rtion of' a laries but the precise
criteria used and their validity are unc ea

The reasons for these costing problems arise mainl?y
from the latk of a Clear INSET structure, from the sheer
range.of institutions and agenties which provide INSET,
from the diversity of their programmes and activities,
each with their-own often unclear goals and purposes,
-and from the different patterns-of teacher participation. °
In most,Nember countries, the INSET system, unlike the
initial training system, is in a state of fluxand develoia-
went and the responsibilities for financing it:are unclear.
Hence firm definitions and distinctions are simply not
possible at this stage.

It-should, however, be possible to make some, funda-
mental conceptual disLinctions that have practical value.
One Such distinction is that between costs questions
(e.g. How much does courseX cost?) and finante questions
(e.g. Who pays these, costs?). A second distinction is
that between accounting and planning costs. As Westoby
says in his Management in EducatiOn Course.at the Open
University (117):

'Putting it very broadly therefore 'accounting'
costs are the outcome of retrospectiVe or
historical allocations of resources which have
already been used (or at least irreversibly
allocated) to.particular goals and activities,
whereas 'planning' costing is concerned
principally with those resources which are the
rf!Al subject of choice since they have not yet
been (finally) committed (and could therefore
in principle be avoided or transferred to some
other purpose). Frequently o; course some
costs derived for 'accounting' purposes are
used esLimaLes-of costs for 'planning'
purpf,ses."

A third distinction is that between the costs of provision
or supply (e.g. How much does it cost to provide course X ?)
and of take-up or demand (e.g. How much does it cost to
atten(1 and participate in course X ?).
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These distincti, generate four basic qüestionsd

- What didthe provision and take-up of "Y" cost?
- -Who paid for the provision and take-up of "Y"?
- What should the perOvision and t.=1!:cup of "Y" cost?
- Who should pay fer the'provision and take-up of "Y"?

In these examples, "Y" coU1d be an INSET. actfvity, course, 9

programme or agency/institution. In principle, -it ought,'
to be possible to identify the ma)or cost components to
'answer the accounting costs questions fdr INSET within and
between Member countries, although the relevant data Will
not always be available. The answers to the financing and
planning qubstions will probably be much more culture-
bound but here, too, the broad categories should be identi-
fiable.

Cameron (34) for Australia, distinguishes petween
four major types of recurrelg\cats for short courses and
workshops: assembly costs, inclUding those of accom-
m,)dation and travel; replacement cdsEs, to cover Lhe
salaries of substitutes for particiPating'teachers;

'administra'tion costs, which cover the salaries of general
administrative apd clerical staff and of general office c

sdpplies and postage; and or4anisation.costs, which cover-
lecturers fees, materials and'equipment Tor specific
(7')urse3. Re estimateS the average' distribution of these
..:-.)sts as:

Assembly 20 - 25 per cent
Replacement 60 - 65 per-cent
Administration' 10 - 12 per cent
)rganisation 8 - 1,2 per cent-

In this exampla,the costs of provision and take.-.,p amount
to 19-24 per cent and 80-90 per cent respecLively.

BradleY (33) outlines the costs of a fiveday, resi-
dential course im the United Kingdom and, collapsing his
c:ategories into ones similar to Cameron's, the fol,I.owing
approximate percehtages emerge: .

Assembly 20
Replacement 73
Administration
,rganisation 7

a

"kr, far as one can tell, administrative costs.do not appear
explicitly in the British list. It is also uncler whether
':ameron's "Assembly" category includes the travel costs of
the lecturers (i.e. the providers). These were inCluded
in "Jrganisation" category for Lhe United Kingdom in order
to preserve the distinction between provision and Lake-up;
on this basis, one can say that the provision costs were
1 per cent while take-up costs.were 93 per cent.



The detailed atcuracy of these examples is less im-
portant at this stage thanothe broader issues whi-ch they
raise. For, if meaningful comparisons of adcounting costs

---fur.-IN SET are-to' 15e -mad-e-w-i.th in--and between-co ul rtriesy-a
least-three conditions must be met. rirst, the categories
rroste mus t becleTined -and ay L eed. Second, . the rela--

,tive merits of different types of unit cost should be ex-
plored and appropriate ones agreeth some of the studies .

use casts per teacher, some use costs per full-time teacher,
the American report (35) suggests costs per training hour,
and another possibility is costs per teacher hour. Third,
the costs must be presented in percentages as Well as
currency figures. Only when these and similar conditions
aremet. will it be possible to make informed judgements
about the relative costs of each component, and of the
Costs of different types of INSET. At present, and cer-
tainly in the Australian and British examples. quoted
bove, teachers' replacement salaries appear to be the
Costliest item by faf;. bdt as long as capital costs are
excluded from.the calculations the full s-ignificance of
this high recui-rent coSt must remain obscure. Similarly,

'only when these items have been clarified will it be
possitIe to assess the feasibility and desirability. of

the Concept of-opportunity costs into the
calculations.

. '

aplan in his Synthesis Report (38) offers the fol-
lowing generalisations about patterns of financing INSET
in individual countries:

'Three of the-fiveCountries studied handle edu-0
cation in general and INSET in particular in a
.basically decentralised fashion. In these
countries, central government financing' is aimed
more at new and innovative programs; in some
cases, this financing is'Arowing in importance.
These funds have often been helpful in starting
or.maintaining teachertcenters. Central govern-
ments also support INSET indirectly through more
general grants to local educational or government
authorities and through financial support to
colleges and universities. Yet it is local
authorities which are the main'financers of INSET. ,
TheY pay most replacement costs and provide most
adminitrative and some specialist.personnel for
local co"rses. .Colleges-and uhiversities are
the'third,biggest source of funds iR these
Countries Teachers as individuals also contrib-
'sute large.amounts of time to INSET, althou h
this is hard ta tötal up. Other. financers
INSET include teachers' unions and subject '\

ar4ociatians,' other government units, private
businesses and foundations.".

The financial and planning questions - Who -pays and
who ought to pay? - raise wider issues which have to e
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'considered from vari,us viewpoints. For, as Pickford (106)
.demonstrates, the de.:isions that precede and follow costing
exercises are cruci,illy influenced by the viewpoint adOp-
ted- Lt is-therepOre, of consideeable Practical import-
ance to review INStT costs from various"perspectives,

-although this isiby-no means easy as is evident froM the
reports, several of which predominantly reflect a national
perspective.

In considering\ acher time as a major cost item, for
example, it is obvious 'y vital to look at it from.the
teachers'', as well as from the employers', standpoint.
Teacher time is a major.INSET resource and teachers! per-

. a0ectives on this and other costs should help our'under-
standing .of their motivation towards INSET and of whethe'r
,)1tFC'Jt particular incentives are likely to,be,effecLive.
1/At one extreme, the fact that a teacher has to pay her.
own fees and travel expenses to attend a course in her own:
time could act as a powerful disincentive; at Lhe.other
extreme, the Fact. that a teacher'S employer would.pay all
c.,AIrse fees and travel expenses for a course held in
scklool Lime could act aS a powerful incentive. In several.
countries it is undoubtedly the case that more teachers
attend, ENSE,P:in their own time than.in their.employer's
time, F(Jrfexample,. in. the. United Kingdom more*than half'
the teacherS undertaking training had been doing ao a's
part of their overall professional responsibility and
without absence' From normal classroom activities (63).
In Cienmark it was difficult to assess the total extent of
'this'activity, but.it.Was "surprisingly large" (36).

Yet, since teacher time appears to be the biggesL
sinqle .recurrent cost of INSET, it is surely important to
-establish more precisely how much time Leachers contrib-
ute themselves. This is necessary-nationally and also at
shool level. 'According to Baker (45) in the.United
Kingdom:

"The most significant cost 'for schools is the
teacher time required for involvement in INSET.
.Time away from normal,_teaching duties is regarded°
as potentially disrupt:AA:re to'the school sysLem
itself and as,a potential Joss for the, classes
normally takenJoy the teacher. Substitution has
to be arranged, pos.sibly on days when several
staff are absent for other reasons, and if
internal cover is required it may be seen as Gan
'irritant' by, colleagues who have,to lose their
non-teahing periods. Such factors, coupled
with doubts among a proportion of the teaching
force about the value of INSET; soon act as
checks upon increasing the level of INSET activ-
ities as has been evident in one or two-project
schools. Yet school. records to show the 'extent
and distribution Of absence among staff, the
reasons f,or it and the olasses affected by it,
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are not' commonly kept in detail or, if kept',
are often not in a form allowing easy retrieval
of the data to answer.these questions.

Baker analysed the daily substitution lists in an English
secondary school over a one-year period and found that
.only 1 per cent of' timetabled periods were lost for INSET
reasons compared with 2.7 per cent for staff illness.
FUrthermore, 79.per cent of the INSET undertaken did not
require replacement,teachers. These figures highlight
several issues, not least the need for schools to work out
methods of costing their INSET activities.

Whether or not teachers are released for INSET also
_has important implication-s for the use of providing
agency resources. Traditionally, the undergraduate and
graduate education courses provided by colleges and uni-
Versities depend upon an identifiable group of students
attending for a required period, mainly full-time, during
the day. Part-time courses.often pose major financing,
problems. Again, taking the United Kingdom as an
example:

"Part of the problem arises because in allocating
Its.funds.the University Grants Committee does
not at present take full.accbunt,of work that.
.univeesities'do with parE-time students.
Increaaing the number of students on part-time
courses does.not necessarily mean that additional
grant is received. Indeed, given that total num-
bers of home-based students are fixed, anY substi-
tution of full-timers by part-timers threaten's a
loss of income.
Even more seriously, the fees that universities
charge for 'public service'. part-time courses
are such that the total 'uhit of resource'
(grant plus fees) for part-time students is only
a fraction of that for full-timers. A teacher
doing a full-time post-graduate MA-course ,,at a
university next year will pay a fee of £1,105.
Each university fixes its own part-time fees, but
in some places a part7timer could take the same
course over two years for as little as k150 a
year. In some public sector colleges which have_
advanted qualificatiOns validated by universities
the tuition fee for the same course is only £5
each year."(114)

The possibilities for colleges to operate more
flexibly, say in a school-focused mOde, are also con-'
strained by financial and costing procedures; as an
American writer argues°(65):

"The work measurement unit used foe funding
college programs is typically the'student credit
hour or full-time equivalent student (FTE). The
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FTE usually ia based upon claSsroom contatt hours
for On-campus instruction. ,This practice assumes
that formal instruction in a college classroom in
a course TOrmat ls the way tor students to learn.
and for professors to teach: tourses offered off:.
campus through offices.of.field service or exten-
sion tommonly are taught as an overload, providing
the faculty member with extra income. AlthOugh '

some states have adopted 'continuing education
units'. (CEUs) as a basis for calcUlating off-
campus load or productivity, these, too, concep-
tualize the professor's work as the teaching of
formal college-type courses.."

At local authority or employer level it is especially
necessary to distinguish between the various types of
INSET for which teachers are actually released. Three
types were distinguished earlier: -long courses leading to
an academic award, short courses of a practical nature and
school-focUsed activities. It was also argued that, in a
period of economic recession., employing aOthorities-would
cut back on teacher release for'longer'coUrses first but
that, within that category, they would give preference to
practically oriented courses, which they thought would
bring direct and immediate g-ains to schools.

: At national and local levels the issue of teacher
release is bound tb be a crucial one. Teachers' associ-
ations regard it as the litmus test for judging how
serious governments actually are about their commitment
to INSET. The Swedish teachers' unions, for example
claim that all INSET activities should take.place in
schoOl time (37)-. In the United Kingdom, the "JaMes
Repbrt" recommended a national figure of 3 per cent re-
lease for longer courses, excluding release for shorter
courses, but teacher associations now regard this prin-
ciple as having been Seriously eroded by the apparent re-
interpretation of the 3 per cent figure to include release
for shorter courses.

At a time of severe financial cutbacks it is in-
evitable that release for INSET should be curtailed but,
alongside this economic fact of life, the central import-
ance of release as a, professional issue remains potent.
As the quotation from the Swedish reportimplies, funda-
mental questions about the nature of a teacher's condi-
tions of service are raised by the release issue.
Associated with it is the question of who should pay, in
erms of course fees as well as time, for the two prin-

Cipal types of INSET: that which is intended mainly for
individual professional development and that which is in-
tended Mainly for school or system development.

4

In the United Kingdom Taylor (114) argues that the
relevant costs need to be apportioned on a rational basis,
which balandes individual and social benefits, motivates
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institutions to provide cou ses of the kind needed to
bring about improvements in teaching, and encourages indi-
viduals to take advantage of this,provision.

However, the difficulties of achieving such an appor-
tionment are likely to be considerable, as the Aberican
report (35) demonstrates: "In one locality a university
course may be.considered a legitimate INSET.eXpense, paid
for by a school district, while in another Lhere may be
ldgislation barring use of INSET funds for college
courses."

It is within this context of SOME uncertainty about
INSET costs, and sometimes heated iscu:zsions about who
should pay, that various poSsibilities for making more ef-
fective use of INSET resources are.being explored. Three
examples i IT e this point. First, at school level a

of deveiopmentSare notable. Several countries now
finance a speci.fied2number of INSET days for whole sLaffs.
In Sweden five such days have been set aside as study days
since 1962. 'In\Denmark every school and its staff has
four whole days'peryear, where they can plan their own
arrangement of INSET and there is.money to pay external
experts for their contribution8.

In Australia, he. Schools Commission'S INSET Programme.
. provides fundS, disbursed,through Regional INSET Committees,
'which are aVailable to school staffs wishing to run their
own INSET programmes (16). the Netherlands, the DuLch
Catholic Schools Council has'yroposed a differentiated
system of financing for external support to schools which
would include an element for IN,SET over which the.school
would have control (116). DeviCes like these for stimu-L.,
lating INSET at school level ought to be the subject of
separate study.

Second, although a nuMber of methods have been tried
_to stimulate and facilitate the effective use of providing
agency resources, these have not been Without problems.
In the United KingdoM, two-ninths of staff time in
colleges of education was designated for INSET purposes
partly with the aim of involving them in school-focused
work but:, for the reasons elaborated in an American con-
text by Drummond (65), most colleges have used their
staffing allocation for conventional courses. \The ways
in which the roles of poential providing agencles are
defined, both by their oembers and by outsiders,\can be

. important. For example, in the Netherlands, the 1,nspector-
ate, the universities and the initial training institu-
tions have not played a central role in INSET but their
potential contribution is currently under review (93):\

Third, a variety of approaches is being.adopted Lo \
improve arrangements for consultation, collaboration and '

participation in INSET planning, implementation and evalu-",
ation. School-focused INSET is.central to many of these
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apdroaches, especially.where the emphasis i upon teacher-,,,,J

defined needs and prograMmes. Similarly, the teaChers!:-'
centre movement, especially- in the United States,reflects

conLera to-give Leachar the pro'
grammes. The project's Interim ReportAll) identified
fiyd main.governance task areas:

a) Release and financing of teachers to undertake
INSET.

b) Content and methods Of INSET programmes and
activities.

c) Validation of-INSET awards.
d) ACcreditation and certification related to

INSET awardS.
e) Co-ordination ,of INSET provision.

Although the information available about recent develop-
men_t_s____i_aparse, the impression.from the reports ip that'
progress has been made on b) to e-T-TpuE that decis1571 about_

release and finance largely remein the prerogative of
employing authorities. One development is apparent,
however,.especially in the United States and Australia
where there is evidence of increasing involvement of
parent and community groups both in decisions about INSET
and in the activities themselves (89),(34).

Finally, in this context, the Synthesis Report (38)
highlights an important paradox. Ta it,pOssIi71,e (writes;
Kapien:) for the central goVev1Ment to initiate, to fund,....

to encourage INSET, without creating'great resentment by
appearing to control and to reduce local powers at a time

when many are asking for more local powers? Should we
view any Change as necessarily bringing resistance? If

INSET becomes involved in an I win-you lose political
power struggle between central and local government, this
resistance is inevitable, and collaboration very diffi-
cult. Yet there are perhaps other ways of approaching
the question. This international study has revealed the
paradoxiCal: necessity for central government funding and
encouragement of INSET with as little central government
control as possible. Those' engaged in dialogue 'between,
central and local governments on INSET planning might
want to take this point of View into account. A further
step in the dialogue (he concludes) might be to ask: Is

it possible to create national INSET structures which
explicitly recognise this paradox?



VII. EVALUATION: TECHNIQUES AND POLICIES

With the growth in commitment to INSET haa come a
series of questions about evaluation which usually stem
from pne or both of two concerns. First, there is la con-
cern tnat INSET should bffer value for,mo'ney,.which we may
call the concern for programme accountability. Setond,

e is a conee-rn to i-mip-rovia-the quality-of INSET,, which
we may call the concern for programme.improvement. Both
concerns, have direct implications for the purposes, nature
and methodology of evalUation.

. Quite understandably, the principal and :fundamental
Ceacern'of those who have to provide the reset:roes for
INSET is whether it brings value for money. In the
United .Kingdom, for instance, local aUthorty advisers
need.to be al:4e,to convince local'obliticians that
Worthapending money'on INSET rather_thanson reducing the
size of \classes or on some other sociaI.service like
housing, Ideally, they would like "hard" information
about the effects of a particular INSET programme on

- Leacher performance and, even better; on pupil or student
performance. In practice it has not proved easy to pro-
vide this type of product or outcomes information. Most
eval',ations have asked teachers to make7a follow-up
'judgement, either immediately at the end of'a course or
perhaps a month afterwards, about the impact of phe
course. When these self-report's have been checked in-
dependently, however, their reliability is. sk)own to be
questionable. For example, Henderson (80) found little
evidence to support the self-reported chang6, in teachers'
behaviour following a distance-teaching course on reading-
improvement.

It is technically possible to obtain convincing
"product" data about effectiveness.if some form of com-
petency measurement approach is adopted. Writing from an
American perspective, Borich (26) outlines three evalu-
_-ation models based upon a definition of competency which
is tied to a validated and' confirmed "relationship be-
tween a teaching behaviour and a pupil outcome"._ pef-ii---
ence in Europe indicates that it.is rarely le to
use such sophisticated instrumenta_aa&-valuation designs
because they are expensive,_ --eat- the course being
evaluated is usu cLinabl e to,a behavioural approach,
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and because programme improVement tita is bdth easier to
obtain by cther methods and is more 1.1ghly valued.

The issues-are poseU -very-el:ear-1-y S-wdish

study (28). For example, it refers to a shift towards
what could be called a participatory INSET evaluation
model. IThiS.change s qualitative in nature and can be
seen as a reflection of a general trend discernible in a
great many fields. Characteristic features of the model
are, among other things:

- the broadening of the field of evaluation so
that product evaluation is just one of the
components;

- INSET and INSET evaluation as an integrated
piirt of the total school development
pr)gramme;

- evaluation programmes as decentralised, group-
focused and field-centred'aCtivities;

- ENSET evaluation as an information service to'
the participants about the characteristics of
the school's whole development' programme and
thus a basis for participatory planning and
decision-making..

EklUnd goes on to argue, with respect to data coLlec-.

° ion methods,'.that.

"If you know - and have been able to.cOntrol'-
relevant background and situation Variables
(frames, processes,,etc.) the products of a
training period provide an excellent basis for
evaluation you need no more. You have a kind
of one-dimensional eValuation situation (sum- )

mative and product-centred). On the other han'0,
if you are uncertain which variables are the
relevant ones (which variables you have been
able to hold constant), the mere study of results
becomes' somewhat polntless. In this case you also
need information that makes it possible to esti-

. _mate the congruence between aims and the didactic-
-- al model and between the,didactical model and

the actual behaviour. You get a multi-dimensional
evaluation situation (formative and process-
centred)."

Essentially then, the argument turns upon the im-
portance attached, on the one hand, to obtaining formative
process evaluati-n information about the ways in which a
programme was implemented'to inform decisions about pro-
gramme improvement and, on the-other, eo obtaining Sum- -
mative,. product information about the effectiveness and
outcomes of a programme to inform decisions about whether
or not to continue with it.



Prace.;s data\and "soft" productdata (e.g. follow-up
evaluation) are tAchnically easy to obtain, wre relatively
cheap and satisfy ,iome "professionals" but few "poli-
ticianSM-ifharff6 .r5ddi.7:t-data aee- teeiliaZMIly camturr---------
to obtain, are more expensive and are more likely to satis-
fy the "politicians" but hreaten the "professionnals". .

borich (26) is therefore right to stress that "the.'best'
evaluation methodology is dictated by context and dependent
upon resources at hand, time and commitment of those Con-
ducting the study, requirements and policies shaping the
evaluation, and, of course, the objectives of the training
i,rititution.". It is, incidentally, worth noting that

, neither these issues nor the technical problems of evalu-
atiag msEr are particularly unusual: they have already
been confronted in the evaluation ol curriculum develop-
ment and social action programmes - vide Stake (111) and
Jenkins (87) .- and have given rise to similar debates and
rAval solutions. Nevertheless, as Fox's Synthesis Report
says, it is doubtful whether this experience is being
oOluately Hrawn upon (30).

, F-)x g-es on to say that there are three main reasons
i

gliven,Ear the support of INSET: stimulating professional
development, improving school practice and implementing
4ocial policy - and three main settings in which INSET
ocdurs 7 in single schools, multiple schools and ad hoc
cproups. filreover, he says.that a meaningful discussion
9 evaluation must take accoun,t.og theSe contextual

/ .E.features:

"... there are two significant parts. Co the
context af our in-service education and training
programs: 1. that created by the three reasons
we.use to support in-service education and .

training and 2. the setti'ngs in which these
pr)grams are performed. To articdlate or
analyze our experience, to judge our effective-
ness, to compare, contrast or accumulate what we
have learned,from our experience in 'in-service
or)uCation and t.raining will take a precise
identification of what our intentions are and
what the setting is. If we'discuss only the
setting, for example, important features of our
own experience are left uncritically analyzed."

of the:many problems which evaluators encounter,
Fox highlights three: the bureaucratic context of
evaluation, the choice of evaluation methodology and the
ambiguity of "ParticiPation". One important issue arising
fram the bureaucratic context is the ."political" nature

of INSEI% Of this he says that the political process in
a bureaucracy is focused on how to deal with profesSionals
Who represent conflicting but powerful interests. In

evaluating.in-service education and-training, a variety
of conflicting professional interests may be affected and
many hureaucratic levels may be Involved. Thus, from a
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bureaucratic viewpoint, the evaluation of in-service edu-
cation apd training.- is a highly political activity.

, Fax stresses that
evaluator:

range of-options is open=The

"... there are many ways in which an in-service
education and training program can be inVestigated.
There are a variety of case study traditions.
There are quantitative methods that can illuminate'
the process ano impact of inservice education and
training programs. There are quantitative methods
of inquiry that can be in.;:egrated with case
studie'S to form singular, comprehensive investi-
gations of in-service education and Eraining.
Process/product evaluation and other traditional
evaluation methods borrowed from curriculum
evaluations (such as formative and summative) are
insensitive to the challenget of evaluating in-
service educatli.on and training. Thus, the essence
f this reality that a methodology nePds to be

chosen it that a) there are many appropriate
methods available and b) the best of traditional
approaches to evaluating curriculum reform may
not be applicable."

Fox considers:that discussions,about the need to
involve:teachers.and others in evaluation decisions are

, best carried. out-in relation to specific tatks. Some '

issues, he observes, are general.; such as the need to
address the participating educators as adults and career
professionals when evaluating the effectiveness of the
in-service education and-training on their own perforMance.
problems in dealing with traditional, organitationally
supported, uneven power relationships also is shared
across many contexts. Other issues are very context-
bound such as the differing interpretations of who are
the participating educatort orwho are the beneficiaries
of the in-service education and training. Likewise, the
discrepancies in evaluation experience between the chosen
participants in the evaluation may be more or less sig-
nificant depending upon the purpose of the in-service
education and training programme.

Finally, drawing on his own experience of an un-
successful attempt to give advice On evaluation, Fox
focuses his ?ecammendations on ways of promoting
fruitful dialogue between INSET policymakers, programme

' designers and evaluators, rather than on particular
methodologies. He 'sUggests that each,group should ex-
plicitly teek to examine the contextual factors related
to'the evaluation task in hand, should question some
specified assumptions about evaluation and should con-
sider certain issues as a basis for a discussion about
the viability and usefulness of a particular evaluation
design. Although the,national case studies contained

5
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accounts of particular evaluation methodologi s, their
brevity prevented them from beinr sufficiently context-'
rooted. Subsequent, detailed discussions bet een the '

eyaluation teams from Swedish and British projecs _occurred,.
as part of the co-development phase of the pxjogramme and
fully supported Fox's contention that such d scussions are
more meaningful and useful when rooted in pa ticular con-
textual'settings.

Fox's argument that pridrity should be
moting and.facilitating such dialogues betw
makers, programme designers and evaluators
one. In this context, it is worth L-eferri
interim reports which identified several t
ation target or focus (policy, progr'ammes,
various levels national, local, instiut
vidual. biscussion here has concentrated

given to pro-
-en INSET policy
is a convincing
g back to the
pes of evalu-
actiyities) at
anal and indi-
n the evalu-

ation of programmes 'and activitieS at institutional
but the issues and recommendations have equal releve-1-zO
the other tai-gets and levelS. Thus,,evaluation5.--or re-
views [)1% INSET policy at, say, local author' level ought

be the subject of a dialogue of bhe)cit1d described by
Fox.

ENSET evaluation can be, and is being, carried out
by a whole range of practitioners - teachers, professiOnal
tutora .(or their equivalents), lecturers, INSET co-7
rdinators, advisers, inspectors, professional associ-
ations. and INSET committees at school, college* local
authority and national. levels.. Giyen the likely growth of .

IN 'ET in the mtdium and long term and the need to evalu-
ate INSEF now and in.the future, it is abundantly clear
that it would take an army of outside researchers to do
the job; it is equally clear that this would be a totally-
impractical solution.

'Although finance and logistics dictate that self-
monitoring and self-evaluation of INSET are likely to pre-
dominate, we should also recognise thab these are, in any
c6se, desii-able activities for a profession. If effective
self-evaluation is to be carried out' then three main steps
must be taken. First, the appropriateness of the formal
self-evaluation agents and procedures (e.g. the appoint-
ment of professional tutors, local education authority co-
ordinators and the setting up of units and committees)
should be reviewed at each system level - school, pro-
viding agency, local and national. Second, relatively
simple and easy-to-use self-evaluation,procedures should
be developed: these will-need to build upon existing
practice. in schools, colleges and'local authorities and

be further refined by drawing upon the methods of profes-

sional researchers. See Steadman (112) for a helpful
review. Third, key people like professional tutors and
INSET co-ordinators in Colleges and LEAs should be given
the opportunity to attend short practical evaluatio
training courses.
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Many of'the'problems and issues outlitied here will
only be srious ones for the profess.ienal/re'Searcher
working on contract to evaluate INS
policies. . Funding bOdies need E.o be
lems, too, and need recognise thei
centract and the sub_equent implemen
design. Researchers need to conside
cations of adopting nd advocating
of evalvation: spec.
clusive adoption of
these, simpl.istical.

programmes ,and
ware of these prob-
:implication for the
ation of the research
carefully the impli-

ne particular style
fically they s ould beware of an ex-
process evaluatilons and equating
y, with illuminOtive evaluation.

Recent e4eriente b)th in- the Uniteld States and in the
dnited Kingdo sug ests strongly th'aLt a pluralistic
evaluation str tej, in which a varp_ety of disciplines i'
and techniques\T oth qualitatiVe and quantitative .-. are'
emMoyed, may w l be feasible,and more productive - both
pr/actically and theoretically. . I

/
Twe mai reiNquisites are necessary if pluralistic

:trategies are tolbe adopted.. First, researchers must be
1 n

Anipe,ed bhro gh their training and experience to de ide

\'''

vhat app Jac is ppropriate for a particular task.
5,c:old, nati nal f nding bodies and research agenci
mnst be pre ared,b(th to use larger, multi-discipl'nary
r S arch te ms for appropriate tasks and tc look Vo the
ea ..er and raining needs of researchers. In add/Id:ion,

,

, prcfession l researehers should acknoWledge an opligation
to contrib te to the'development of the evaluatyon guide-'
liles for/ I ders suggested above

/

lsEr provi. /

.,
.
,

. . .
.

.

.

.
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VIII. EFFECTIVE INSET

. ,

Most of the research and evaluation work on IINSET has
bee .in the United States and it'is salute. 'S/ to note
Howey's (85 k that there has been 1.ittl rigorous
review of it. Simitin a recent pape on the same
topic, Yarger and Galluzzo--(120) argue at the language
and terms used to describe programme and activities (e.g.
"workshops" and "consultancy") a so imprecise that
"research on inservice educ on has no standards for
comparison" and that the ore "we know far less than we
think we know" about fective INSET. Another new
paper (75), by T . Greenfield, a Canadian, gives a sombre
warning aboub,t e lack of impact,made by research, theory
and, by extehsion, trafning, upon the behaviour of edu
cation administrators. He might.equally well have been
talking about the impact of INSET in general in most
Member countries.

Some progress has, however, been made. B.atten. (47)
has reported on ah extensive evaluation of.the Australian
School Commission's DeveloPthent PrograM. °She concluded'
that no one model has emerged to demonctrate the best way
to achieve,effective professional development. She also
stressed the importance of teacher involvement in course
planning. and followup work and said that "Nesingle
aspect of the Program has been received with such uni
versal acclaim as the breends towards schoolcentred
professional development."

_Evidence about effective IgSET is also arising in
related'fieIds__A notable and influential example is the
series of studies into the procebs of change at bhe
school revel carried out by_the Rand Corporation.
McLaughlin and Marsh (99) summarise theic implications
for staff development as follows:

"In summary the 11-0 study suggests that
effective sta fdeveLopment activities should
incorporat ive geneeal assumptiona aboU-t.,
profess anal learning

eachers possess imp, rtant clinical expertise.
Professibnal learninj is am adaptive and
heuristic process..



- Professional leaning is a long-term, non-
linear. process.

- Prof,essionai learning must be tied to school-
site program,building efforts.

- Professional learning is critically influenced
by organisational factors in the school site
and in the district. 0

. These assumptions support a view of staff
development emphasizing learning for professionals
as part of program building in an organisational

\ context." . .

.. .

Given that importance is being attached to school-
.

focised INSET, it is surprising that more use has not been
Ma& of organisation development as a strategy for;dm-
pro ing the 5chool as a problem-solving system - see
Schm ck (110) and Mulford (32). One explanation is that'
it -r quires a high degree of sPecif\ic technical experience
and ompetente on the part of the trainers. Nevertheless,
in a comprehensive and critical review of organisation
development practices in the United States and Canada;
Fullai et al ('70) state that "it appears to be a good way
to in_rease_instructional innovation, increase,partici::
pati.o by all levels of personnel and'to improve various
aspec ,- of task and socio-emotional functioning, if it is
done Li htt"

Following a review of research relevant to school-
focuse INSET,'Fullan (17) concluded:

inally,.virtually, all studies of needs have
ilkdiabe d that lack.f. time and energy` for
p rticipating in professional development is a
f ndamental barrier to success.
It would be pointless to cite numerous other
s.udies which have resulted in similar'findings.
A more interesting question is what does all of
thi_i tell us about effective in-service. If we
are ot careful, the answer will'be 'deceptivel:y '

ljitt e'. We know that most-current in-service
wdrk is ineffective because it is frequently
be-'se, oh single-shot workshops involving large
or in any case undifferentiated groups of
teachers,.provides limited time for teachers to--
learn, has:little evaluation or practical
f011ow,Lup support and is not linked to particular
c'assroom or school problems. Correspondingly,
w also know that the majority of teachers desire
m re in-service activities, if they can partici--

a) pate in identifying the objectives, andjn
14anning and chogsing in-service activities; if
the'Prograrl, focus is practical and classroom/
sChodI specific; if fellow teachers and local
cOnsUltants 4re used a's xesource People; if the
conditions (e,g. time) re cOnducive to learning;
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and if there is some.direct follow-up and-support
for failitating the application of what is
.learned."

a frequently quoted review of evaluation findings
in this field, Lawrence (96) considered 97 studies and
came to some provisional Conclusions about effective INSET.
He concluded- that school-based INSET was more effective in
influencing complex behavioUr,changes and teacher atti-
tudes; that the collaborative involvement of teachers in
course planning led to greater Success; that it was
easier to achieve -success in improving 'teacher.rather than
pUpil performance, in changing teacher behaviour rather
than.attitudes and, finally, in improving teachers' knowl-
ectge rather than behairiour.

Nevertheles§, theLawrence istudy has been.criticised
by Nicholson et al (103.as being "rather primitive
Scientifically" _and has 'been subjected to,detailed criti-
cal analysis by -Cruikshank et al (60) who concluded that,.
becousrA of its reporting and methodological shottcOMings,:
the .stucky's conclusions ''Must be considered as hunches or
reasonab\e hypotheses". Tne'y .go on to suggest,a way.
forward .EV research on INSET Which assumes that it is
-only a speOal case of teaching research. The complexi-
ties and diffitulties of researching teacher effectiveness
are well I;noWn sh.they are rightly cautious in the claim
they .make for their suggested approach.

4 \

Essential*, they ;advocate that INSET research
shv)uld be more.c6ntext specific and certainly this is in
line with other cdntempOrary thinking. One of the main
virtues of the 14awre'hce study isothat it highlighted the
need to ask "effective for what?" and that some methodS
will be effective for-achieving some aims in some cir-
umstances.but not in others. Similarly, Feiman-Nemser
andFloden (69) argue that doiffereat models*%of teacher
develpment are based upon assumptions about what kind of
-INSET is effective; for example those associated with
teachers' centres believe that INSET is more effective if
U. offers warmth, concreteness, time and the oPportunity
to think.

i particularly relevant- and interesting study,
Ind :-h-)wers (01) distinguish between two purposes.

,)f INL;Ei': the "fine tUning" of existing skills and the
learningf new skills. Each brings different problems,
but they argue, "fine tuning" is generally easier to
achieve. Thry also distinguish between four levels of
impict of training and five components of training. This
enal)les thf!r1 to formulate the gflestion: "In the body of ,

reseach (Al training, how much ....toes each kind of training
,..7..omp:)nent appear to contribute to each.leVel of.impact?"

,he four levels of impact are awareness; the
adquisition °of concepts and organised knowledge, the .
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learning of printiples and skils and, finally; their
application to problem-solving frin the classroom., Joyce
and Showers argde that it is only when the fourth level

.

is:reached that it is reasonable to look for impact on
pupil learning. Their five'coMponents of training are:

1.-presentation otheory or deacription. of skill
or strategy.

.

2. Modelling or demonstration of..skills or models
of teaching..

3. Practice in simulated and classroom settings.
4. Structured and open-ended .feedback (provision

of information about performance).
5. Coaching for application (hands-on, in-

classroom assistance with the transfer of
skills and strategies to the classroom).

Joyce and Showers summarise their findings as
fDllows:

"For maximum effectiveness of most in-service
activities, it appears wisest to i.nclude several
and pe,Thaps all of the training components we
.have listed (see, for example; Orme, 1966).
Where the fine tuning Of style is the.focus,
modelling, practice under simulated conditions,
and practice in the classroom, combined with
feedback, will probably result inoconsiderable
changes. Where the mastery of a rew approach is
the desired outcome, presentations and discussions
of theory and coaching to application are
probably, necessary as well. If the theory of a
new approach is well presented; the approach is
demonstrated, practice is provided under
simulated conditions with careful and consistent
feedback, and that practice is followed by "appli-
cation in bhe classrwm with coaching and further
feedback, it is likeli'that'the vast majority of
tf!.1.actiers will be abie.to. expand their repertoire
to the point where they can utilize a wide
variety of approachqs to.teaching and curriculum.

If any of these components are left out, the
impact of' training will be weakened in'the sense
thatfewer numbers of people will progresa to
the transfer level (which is the only 1E.vel that
has significant meaning for school improvement).
The most effective training activities, then,
will be those that combine theory, modelling,
practPte, feedback and coachine to application.
fhe knowledge base seems firm enough that we
can predictthat if those components are in
fact combined in in-service programs, we can
expect.the outcomes to be considerable at all
levels."



The implications of these findings, which they offer
as reasonahl hyp-)thoses, for the three main types:,of INSET
described earlier, 41--e considerable. The universities and
colleges that.provide long-courses of the award-bearing
type might well argue that they are concerned with edU=
cation.and the teaching of knowledge rather than skills.

Those agencies offering shorter coprses of a job-
related kind and those who advocate school-focused or on-
the-job training may well have tause to reflect that their
present offerings are neither long enough, comprehensive
enough.norcoherent enough to achieve the purposes they
set themselves. Joyce and Showers conclusions are indeed
a sharp and salutary reminder that INSET which aims to
improve the complex business of teaching and learning can
only be effective if it is relativelY lengthy, labour in-
tensive and, therefore, expensive.



IX. MAIN CONCLUSIONS AND

THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR POLICY AND RESEARCH

-In the foregoing synthesis .of studies, enquiries and
experimentation carried out over the last five years we
have attempted to fulfil the primary purpose.of the INSET
project by putting policy makers and those who influence
tnem, at all, functional levels, in a position ti extract

% from the experiences.of colleagues abroad those ideas and
practiceg that, suitably adapted, could hely them to im-
prove INSET in their own countries. It now remains to ,

consider what general conclusions may additionally be
drawn from this body of informational material and from
the deliberations.at the final Intergovernmental
Conference. Here we shall have a-special eye on impli-
_cations for national education policies and programmes
for research.

A. TEACHERS: NEEDS, PARTICIPATION AND INCENTIVES

The follow-up activity on teachers as adult learners
'("Adult Learning and Development")Jiag confirmed that
this is an extremely important aspect of the needs of
teachers for INSET. However, it revealed that partici-
pating coUntries had few subsantia1 research findings to
offer that could be easily adapted or used in improving
in-service programmes in this respect. There is clearly
room, therefore, for considerably more research and
development work in the countries interested in this
field.: In the course of this, much might be learned from
a more directly comparative study of adult education and
training in other pebfessions (for ,example, in medicine,
engineering and, social work) since preliminary indications
are that several of the tasks and problems are, similar
and that some of thesolutions may be generalisable to
teacher education.

Although career profiles and other general needs
analysis instruments have their uSes, country studies
reveal that more conte5ft-specific approaches should be
developed. There is general agreement, for example, that
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beginning teachers -and, at the other end of the experience
,scale, principals, both have their particular in-service
needs. What is lacking are simple and short methdds of
analysing the different aspects of.their jobs for in.-
service purposes. ErobaLionersT classroom management and
pedagogical skills Can be diatinguished from their knowl-
edge oT their particular Specialist subject: each will
gene?ate context-specific need.. Similar.ly, the prin-
cipal's statf leadership and ofTice management functions
generate different INSET needs'.

At tpis pOint an important paradox is worth empha-
sizing. 'Throughout the many conferences, seminars and
reports there.was a recurring plea for INSET .to be rooted
in pracbice, to be relevant, to be context7specific and
for theory to be based upon an analysis of practice. One
-.apparently lo6ical response to teachers who say this is to
suggest that the needs analysis andtraining support should,
both take place inside their classrooms, but this is

-usually rejected as being too-threatening and even un-
professional. Yet if. the principal and ultimate goal of
lAsISET is to improve pupils! l_urning and if_ ,..1Cyce and
Showers' conclusions,(as alreadY summarised) are valid,
then) it is surely inescapable,that professipnally accept-
able ways of providing classroom-based INSET haVe got to
be devised.

The task of needs identification inevitably raises
the guestions:' how should it be done and Who should do
it? These were not directly addressed in the project but
the evidence from research in several countries indicates
that the process of making a satisfactory diagnosis is a
'lengthy and time-consUming one - see Baker (46) and Hite
and McIntyre (83). There is also general agreeMent
amongst practitioners that INSET needs can be more effec-
tively and validly identified if the teachers involved
participate collaboratively in the process. Indeed,
there'is widespread agreement that more effective INSET
can be achieved if the participating teachers can contrib-,
ute collaboratively to decisions about.gener.al INSET
poliCies and programmes at all stages - planning, imple,
mentation, evatuation and follow-Up. Thus-procedures are
heeded at several levejs.:

1. an individual teacher, in consultation with a
sch,-)ol-based professional tutor, a department
t-ead, and the principal, and within a school
policy framewOrk;

2. the department or functional group, in consul-
tation with a professional tutor, the
-principal and the sdheel's professional

'development committee;'
3. the school, in consultation with local exter-

nal advisers and the local consultative group
on INSET, on which teachers and providers are
represented;
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'ar groups of- stools, dn canzultation_
with local adVisers'and consultative groups;

5. the local authority, in consultation with its
own consultative groups;

6. at national leNiel, the government in consul-.
tation with its national consultative group;

7. the providing agency, in consultation with
consultative group;

8. the programme and course organisers, in
consultation with the participants.

\ A key policy issue is whether non-professionals are rep-
resented at any of these lemels and stages. What of nom-
teaching staff, parents and other coMmUnity representatives
for example? And what of pupils?

One of the most controversial aspects of INSET needs
concern's the feasibiliEy and desirability of offering ex-
trinsic incentives for INSET. Inevitably LI-re quebLioh of
incentives was bound up with the guestionef certification-
for INSET courses. Three broad 'types of course seem to
'take place in'Member countries. Type a)_courses are .those
which are neither certifiCated nor ded directly to

\\ promoti-Al or increased salary. 'Type b).courses are those
that are certificated-but still not directly linked to
promotion or sal-ary'dncreases. Type c) courses are those
that areboth- certificated and linked directly to pro-
motloriand/or salary increases. It was clear that many

-16-articipants at the Intergovernmental GonferenCe regarded
an undue emphasis on TypeN) as counter-productive and
undesirable since it could\l\ead to the seeking of certifi-
cates for the-wrdng reasons.\

There can be no general agreement as to whether .INSET
should be regarded as a compulsory duty, whether it should
be a eight for all teachers, whethier it should be offered
in school time or not and whether ibshould be financed
wholly or exclusively by the individual teacher or the
employing authority. Important and relevant as.these
question's are to the-incentives issue, they have to,be
asked and answered'in the Context of specific conditions
within any one countrY.

B. SCHOOL NEEDS AND PROGRAMMES

The general feasibility and popularity of school-
focused approacheS to in-service have been well demon-
strated in the cgurse of the project. .The strategy has
received virtually unanimous approbation because of the \\
way in which it attacks problems of relevance and Signifi-
cance fon teachers., schools and community alike and \\

because it can apparently act as a potent energising
strategy for innovation and imprOvement without making
excessive demands upOn resources.
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That_being_said, s_evaral_words'of caution are neces-
sary. "School-focused" is still a relatively untried
strategy:- rather few examples werereported in the case
studies. The available evidence also indicates that effec-
tive school,focused INSET requires authorities to deuplve
more autonomy to schools: several ptofessiohal association
representatives at the Conference. pointed out that school-
focused INSET could strengthen and reinforce systems which
were already highly centralised.and.'would therefore be un-
acceptable to many teachers. They also argued that school,
jocused INSET should be in ao way seen as excluding other
forms of INSET. Although this.does not seem to have beep
intended by its advocates, the point was neverthelesS well
taken*: it is vitally important that existing methods and
approaches (for example, the advanced degree courses at
universitien) should be maintained and developed. .

rhe Conference paid particular attentica. to- the .

que., i77n: What is meant by Lhe sLhool?-=-Notmally IL
assumyd that a school staff consists of the prjfessional
teachers and administrators. It follews that school-
focused INSET would adopt a straightforward linear procesa:
self-evaluation by individuals and groups and the assump-
tion Lhat this would in turn lead to the improvement of .

curriculum and inatruction. However, there are, of course,
many obstacles to the improvement Of schools and of pupil
learning.. Many, if not most, of these.obstacles are quite .
outSide the control of professional teachers. Obstacles
like inadequate buildings, poor facilities, poor pupil
attitudes and a sceptical community all impinge upon the'
educational process, yet their improvement and the.money
that is very often needed to carry out such improvements,
are all beyond the direct influence of teachers.. If
school-focused INSET simply involves teachers it is bound .

t2 iga)re this important reality. It follows that for
certain purposes it is necessary to extend the definition
of a school staff to include non-professional workers ih
the school - gleaners., secretarial staff, etc., and of
course parents and commuaity representatives. Experience
in certain Member countries, for example Sweden, demon-
strates that this can he a powerful means of bringing .
about gneater mutual understanding between the-various
groups and also of strengthening the likclihood that
school and instructional improvement can be brought about
_try)re effectively.

Whatever the composition of.the "target group",: there
was general agreement that effective school-focused IN5ET
requires a sound, well-integrated external support struc-
ture whi,la itself depends upon the development of'new and
flexible partnership between INSET agencies like inspec-
tors and higher education institutions. Within schools,
careful planning and organisatioaal arrangements appeAr
tO be crucial to the success of the.approach.
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(.:.; TRAINERS AND THEIR TRAINING NEEDS
,

Advisers and inspectors play varying INSET roles in
Member countrieS. For example, in the United Kingdom .they",,,
are extremely active, whereas in the Netherlands their
role in-tNSET appears to be minimal,. It is 'surely import7L
ant, for all countries to consj_der whether or not it is a
se,nsible use of such personnel resourCes for in-spectors to
'concentraeb on their inspectorial role in preference to
the advisory or INSET role, or whether some mixture of the
two can co-exist'happily. Alternatives should also be
iictively considered and reviewed. In particular, it seems
(A.dar that advisory teachers on short7term release from
schools can act as effective INSET agents but, as- the
Auralian evidence demonstrates, the-way in which they
w-)rk and the targets whicb they, set for themselves can be

crucial.'imprtance in determining their effectiveness.
:fzecause---eftheir potehtia-1--however,it_would_aeem

:71rry .-Alt systematic study of advisory teachers.

Within schools, the evidence about school-based
teacher educator roles is somewhat ambiguOus. For
example, Although the professional tutor role has been
widely pIblicised in'the United Kingdom,-,iE is far from
clear that it is actually being implemented in many

or that it has been well received by teachers.
his is especlally true in primary schools: but even in
secondary schools, the role as originally envisaged does
n t appear to be a feasible one. However, what does seem
t-) be practical.is to define the tasks of staff develop-
ment within specific schools and then to identify people
in th-)se schools' to Carry them out. Thus; in British
s'ecndary.schools, deputy heads appear to be well suited
for this jpip whereas, in primary schools, the head,
perhaps working in association with an external advisory
teacher, appears to be the most appropriate person.
SolutiOns to this problem will necessarily be country and'
context specific:and the internal factors that influence
them should he the focus of more detailed Seudy locally.
Luring the Copference, stress was given to the value of
using peers, that is other teachers, as trainers at
schpol level.

in clarifying the kind of training that various INSET
tr,liners should receive-, the following procedure seemed to
work best. The First step is to identify clearly the
people who carry out training roles and, then to analyse
those roles and consider the'contextual factors that
ffect them. The next step s to define-the main tasks ,

of the INSET trainers, to identify.their main clients and
to consider what knowledge, skill3 and attitudes the
trainers need to carry out these tasks for .those clients
in the particular seeting in which they work. Finally,
the implications of these answers ferany training-the-
traihers programmes should be decided.- At present, the
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training of trainers continues to be an unclear, under-
financed and under-studied area in all'Member.countries

D. TRAINING METHODS, MATERIALS AND CONTENT

Further work on the training of trainers should be
closely linke4.with a study of training materials. It is
important here to learn the lessons of previous experience,
particularlyrin t " ed States. The Synthesis Report
on,training the trainers stre thods and ma-
terials shou1,0 clearly inditate the context and the pur-
poses for whieqa_Ahey were designed and should indicate,
ways in which they may be modified for differing contexts
and purposes. The validity of this approach is-confirmed
by recent work which argues the need to ensure that
riculum materials have the possibility for local adapta-,,
ti'm built in to Eheir design and presentation. This I
characteristic of "adaptability" iS one that is equally/
relevant t,7, tr. 1.ning-the-trainers materials both withim
and between countries. In other words, in considerio'g
the implications and 'possible value cp materials be,yond
the boundaries of any one area or country, the way in

which they might be adapted should be made explicit from
the outset.

N\
The potentially vast and diffuse topic of the con-

tent of INSET was oot directly or separately addressed
during the project. Rather, a study was made of the
principal factors that influence its selection. These
include the general purposes of INSET, teachers' character-
istics and needs, incentives and participation mechanisms
and the imMediate needs of the school and wider system,
for example hrought about'by declining enrolments.

The importance of constructing programmes which take
account of the needs of teachers as adult workers.was
stressed throughOut the Conference. En this context it
is lAirth 1Poking at the way in Apich ectivities and pro-
grammes that are designeci,for iadividual professional and
career development actual14.work. A great deal of. money
and time is spent, for instaNnce, on. award-bear±ng----c-ourse-
l't universitieS and other instItutiOhs of higher education-
IL is irely important to ask hoW and in what ways they

are effe,:tive. Moreover, if careerdevelopment is an
important aim of INSET, the position it4 women in the
profession is worthy of serious study: evidence from
several (-)untries indicates that they are-seribusly under-
represented at higher levels in the profesSi.on and it
would he w-Irth looking for ways, if any,-in wh4ch INSET

'help to rectifv.this situation.
,

Three further general issues are worth raising.NThe
c;r1f7ept of a continuum of professional education.- for\
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example, the so-called triple-I model of initial, induc-
tin and - attracted considerable support.
clearly, tht-> concept has profound consequences for the
cOntent of the three stages but quite whet these are iS

.

far from clear. The concept of content based upon an
analysis of action rather than on apparently abstract
thc-,ry, upon knowledge for action

. rather than knowledge
f )r understanding, also-attracted support, but the ways in .

which such a philosophy could successfully be put into
effect_ are al-so obscure. Tbe third issue is related to
both -yE thest> and it concerns the nature of professional
knwlege. Ieachers aspire to professional status in c,

m:st Nember countries and, if it .is accepted that one
,;f. a profession i% that it bases its practice upon a

'11:zt.in7t'iv and coherent. b,ndy of knowledge-and theory,
t;h::n it )11.mw:,; that teachers should be able to delineate
such A i,Iy ,ikn)wlec1e: the evidence from the project
is that this is ri--)t possible, at least at present. The
Lmpli-:atins. of all three of these issues surely deserve
Ar'1-1,r

E. EXI'EWIAL SUPPORT STRUT:TURES

;he first task for the participants in the Conference
wh were discussing this topic was to clarify some of the
tIrms inv7dved.. A notable example was that of the term
"tea7herp' centre'. A quick check revealed that, in many
-:.intrjes, teachers' centres do not exist in any recog-
niable f= and that even where they do exist, they differ

flpiderably. Nireover, different trends are,clear: in
Italy they are emerging: in the United Kingdom many have
bn clsed; . in t'he United States the numbers are ex-
panding and in Australia they are more l'kely to involve
the cT)mmunity. The School-Focused study had confirmed
that teachers centres differ.considerably both between

within countries. They can act as the base and focal
.,int f.)r. seThl-focused strategies but it does not
nte:::7,arily follow that this will be the case. Teachers'

like other external agencies, have to be analYsed
and costed in order to assess their actual and potential
effectiveness in this and other INSET approaches.

if vari.-Dus component parts of the external support
. str1.7ture are to bq used to the greatest effect, then it
would seem sensible to try to reach agreement, at least
within each Member Country, about certain guiding prin,

The Dutch experience provided useful guidelines..
They decided that the first question to ask was "What
kind c)f. 'school do we need?" Only then were they prepared
to ask the question, "What kind of supPort structure do
we need to achieve such, schools?" A development of this
approach could involve asking the question "How much
c:)ntact does an indiyidual teacher need.with external
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'support agencies?" .Let us suppose tha.,: any one teacher
should have at least one hour's contact per term with a
visiting external adviser (whether it be a local inspec-
tor/adviser or an expert from a pedagogic centre). Three/

. hours per year would then be the minimum and-it would .
/

follow that, having made due allowanCe for the differenc
between urban and rural se-ttings, we could calculate th
number of such advisers that were needed :in any particu
area. Such an'approach is surely worth exploring in
Member countries. /

1 .

/rhe extent to which institutions of higher educil:ion
act as AJSE C providing agencieS varies between coUntries. A

However,,if they are to be effectively used, th fr A-
clear fro evidence from Australia, the United.itygdon
and the United,States that their internal stru'tLWe and
the way in which staff incentives are structur d/in re-

, lation.to t?e more traditional courses would 1-ake to be
reviewed. _Af-such institutions are to engage 61 part-time
in-service, Ithen---the-...sin -which part-time udents are
valued and financed within-the institution i of crucial
importance. if staff are to engage in schocil-foc
INSET, then the Way in which conaultanc. vities are
valued must, also be reviewed.. The. it which such
institutims are required to,specialise-in -onventional
longer, award-bearing courses will undoubt dly affect the
answers to these questions. At present, fcr example,
there are few incentives for college staff in the United

. States and the United Kingdom to, adopt new 'and imaginative
,

approaches; they gain-more career rewards by sustaining
and extending traditional courses.

J

EVALUATIJN, COSTS, FINA _E AND

RES0,4iCE UTILIZATZON

/

At the Criference, a very simple and convincing
answer'was liven to the.question "Why should we cost and
ovaluaL,, in-service?": expenditure had to be justified

th focAlly and nationally, and priorities had to be
set t) decide whether: more or less should bespent on one
fprm of in-serVice compareld with another and on in-
5ervi7e is :ompared with, let ps say, the social services;ct; ata.I evaluation data coUid help in establishing these
priorities. It was, therefore, salutary to hear the
c-onciu-,ion reached by the national representatives:that
it will rarely be possible to obtain evaluation data
whichttells us about the effect of INSET on pupil learn-
ing. rt :;eem3, therefore, that (as in other aspects

p.,licy/ decisions about prioritieS have to be
taken, and will continue to have to be taken, in the
light .)f: information that is incomplete.

-AccDrding the evidence_of--the reports, a great
deal knwledge now exiats-about evaluation and about
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. the appropriateness ofiparticular methods in particular
contexts. 'The problem identified in the Synthesis Repbrt
was that this knowledge is not being used properly by ,

planners, policy makers, INSET organisers and evaluators.
The solution offered was that these intereted parties
should hold detailed .and systematic, discussions about the
possibilities and limitations of a f3articular evaluation
design before, during and after its implementation. In
addition, it continues to be important that researchers
should be adequately trained in a wide range of techniques
and that teachers and others.involved should collaborate
in the evaluation From the outset.

The work on costing in-service has'proved instructive
and in many respects the overall conclusions must be
similar to those reached about adult learning: although
much useful work has been completed, many of the concepts
are unclear and there is an urgent need for further in-
tensive and systematic study. Costs are of such Funda-
mental importance that it is doubly surprising to dis-
ower Lhe haziness which exists in all Member countries'
aL)ut the whale issue. At the'Conference two main
reasons were suggested: the lack of agreed nomenclature
and definitions, for INSET activities leads to unreliable
cost analysis and the many and varied providing 4encies
often adopt czifferent costing and,financing arrangemenls.
Thus, an apparently simple request for INSET costs to be --""

calculated as a percentage of the total education budget
cannot be met in mos't Member countries. This deficiency
is a double-edged Sword for neither can a precise answer
be giveni to the question, "What are the costs of not
providing INSET support for a new policy or an inno-
vation?"

Underlying many complex financial cluestions are the:
basic ones of who does and should pay for INSET in terms
of both money and time. Several of the reports had re-
vealed that a great deal, and very often most, of the in-
service in Member countries took place in the teachers'
own time although it should be said' that, by'its very
nature, this kind of information is difficult to obtain
in reliable Form. From the teacher's point of view it
seems essential that adequate release time should be
giVen as an entitlement for INSET. On the other hand,
commUnity and business interests stress that there is no
reason for teachers to obtain further qualifications and
advancement at public expense. During the Intergovern-
mental Conference some participants expresseg,the view
that INSEF made necessary by changes in nati6nal or local
policy should be paid for by the State, whereas INSET
aimed at the individual teach.er's career development or
pers'onal education should not but thLs was by no means
a unanimous view.

Many financial questions can only be answered in the
specific context of each country's circumstances. The
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question of whether. NSET should take place in employers'
time, for exilmple, is bound up with'the booader question
cof teachers' cntracts and cOnditions of service.
Similarly, where IrJET is 'yiewed as a national rather, than
a local responsibi ity, the costs may be pooled and paid
fot collectively.

HoWever, muc
Member Countries
money from thei
cited the fcllo
,liaison organi
-representativ
education au
strengthen t
support for
"networks"
on similar
agencies
institutip
substant.
to moun
INSET bid
hours;
-by est
ordin
train

h can .be learned from the mechanisms that
have devised Le achieve maximum value for
available INSET resources. Participants

ing examples: establiShing voluntary
ations'; at local and national level8", with

s from' teachers, parents, higher education,
orities, business, industey, etc. to
e "horizontal" co-ordination of external
schools; establishing "leagues" of school and
jf individual teachers or principals working
inn ions;. reviewing the roles of certain

insp -c-t--Q.r.,_ate and the teacner training
n,5/Eo :establish whbther they can make a more

al contribution to INSET; encouraging schools
teir,lown INSET programmes-by giving them an
.et and allowing them to,!'bank" staff replacement

,trenOlening the vertical)ag-ordination of INSET
1161ishing local and national ora,nisations,to co-
te initial, induction and in-servit educaltion and

G. GENERAL POLICY CONSIbERATIONS

The central-focus ,cif the project has necessarily been
upon the technical and operational aspects of INSET, but
those involved have been constantly reminded of:the
essentially,political context within which INSET has to
operate by two factors: the steady deterioration in the
_economic cli'Mate and the growing impact of a declining
birth rate. They prqvide the background against which
all discussions about INSET and the improvement of .schools

. must take place: but, profoundly constraining as they
undoubtedly are, they should not prevent'serious consider-
ation being given to what can still be achieved. What-
ever the immediate circumstances, INSET policy will con- o,
tinue to be important at all system levels as a means of
maintaining and improving achooling within Member
countries.

Both the Adult Learning and School-Focused enquiries
have poirqed to a common difficulty - that Of*achieving
sustained and continui;ng change. The evidence from
studies of innovations for individuals, groups and organ-
isations like schools and local authorities is that they
all require extremely careful planning, appropriate
resources and a well-thought-througn implementation
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strategy over a lengthy period of time. Research cited
in Section VIII, forHexample, concludes that changes in

. teachers' behavie)ur den only be ancomplished if all five
stages of a lengthy and costly process are carried out,
and that effective school change can only take place if a
number of conditions difficult.to achieve, exist.
,So, desirable as speedy and inexpensive changes undoubtedly
are from a political.and etonomic viewpoint, they are not
likely to be easily attained, and strategies for change
'which assume otherwise are not likely to prove cost ef-
fective in the long run. The implications of these find-
ings are clearly worthy- of further study, nOt least to
test out their validity in differing national contexts.

The critical impact of these differing nat'ional con-
Eexts should not be under-estimaled. During the course'
of the project, the following factors were identified as
having an important bearing upon the way INSET was
provided:and perceived in each country: the degree of
centralisel curriculum control and how much discretion-is
allowed-to teachers for cuericulum development;' l'Aihether-
or nAt teachers are government employees-or civil servants
and lAat this implies for their conditions of service;

4the normal length of the LeachZhgday, week and year;.
whether the career structure was high or flat and speci
fically whether or nOt middle management or leadership
positions (e.g. heads of subject departments) exist; 'the
amount of discretion granted to principals,over salaries.
and 'promotion within a school (e.g. heads' use of a points.
system) ; the amount of teache,- participation which
already takesplace.in, fdr example, the governance of
teacher education.

tr the context of this particular project and of the
present report, participating countries might find it
useful to conaider the extent to which they now regard
INSET as embracing the five Purposes distinguiShed.in
Diagram 1 in Section II. The following more specific
policy questions can also be generated from a consider-
ation of these Purposes:

- Who is,seen as the main beneficiary of any
particular INSET programme or activity - the
teacher (Purposes 3, 4 and 5) or the school
(Purposes 1 and 2)? 0

- Who actually does and should provide any.
particular type of INSET? For example, is
INSET aimed mainly at prLfessional knowledge
for understanding (Purpose 4) best located in
institutio'ns of higher education?

7 Whose time actually is, and should be, spent
on any'particular type'of INSET?- For
example, should INSET aimed mainly at',system
development (Purposes 1 and 2) take place
exclusively or primarily in.employer or

P school time, and should INSET aimed mainly
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at individual developmene (Purposes 3; 4
and- 5) take place primarily or excl6Sively
in-the teacher's own time?

- Who actually does and should pay the attend-
ance fees and expenses for different typesof
INSET? For example, should the employer cover
all fees and expenses for INSET aimed mainly
oat system development (Purposes l'and 2) and
should the teacher cover all fees and expenses
aimed mainly &t.individual development
(Purposes 3, 4 and 5)?

m Do and shouldsteachers engage in recurrent
.eeducation oP a non-vocational kind
(Purpose 5)? If so, in whose time and at
whose ekPense?

- In answering these questions, whose viewpoint
' is being adopted and would aochange in this
viewpoint lead to signifiCantly different
answers? If so, what-are the implications of

-
these differences?

it must be acknowledged that the distinction between
_individual and system,needais simplistic one; but
discussions about INSET are not helped by the existing
multiplicity of definitions and purposes which Cas we'have
already noted) apparently Co-exist both within and between',
countries. The notion of the primary or main pLirpose of
any .particular INSET programme or activity-is ofPered as
e'clarifying criterion whiCh.could be helpful in dealing
with intractable issues relating to costs and conditions
of service for teachers. For there is little doubt'that
,the nature and purpose of INSET is itself central to t!he
,debate about the nature of teaching as a profession or
'semi-profession, and about the contractual obligations of
teachers and their employing authorities. For instance;
there is the basic question about,how much teacher time
and how much school or.employer time (in the form of
eachen release) is and should be given over to INSET.
Associated with this are broader questions about what
percentage of the teaching forCe actually is, and.should
ideally be, engaged in :self-renewal activities, for
instanc on longer courses, at any one time. Is the
British suggestion of 3 per cent generdlly acceptable?
If so, why and on what criteria? Or is it arbitr'ary and.

:culture-bound? . What answers are given to similar
qUestions in industry and in other professions?

An underlying issue burns upon the answer to the
question as to whethee" 'teaching is and ought to be a
profession or Semi-profession. For example, in the
American context, Broudy (57) argues that although
competency-based teacher education 'CBTE) methods are
quite inappropriate for professionals, they are appro-
priate for pare-professionals. Naturally, this is not a
view that goes unchallenged but it does offer one way of
analysing the vexed question of the content of INSET.
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A related question concerns Lhe roles of professional
associations in INZEP.: The position appears to vary con-.
sideraly from country to country; for example, in some
Countries, professional subject associations seem to be
very active in INSET and so, too, do teacher,unions; in
others, this appears to be less true. This is clearly an
aspect of INSET provision which is worth further system-
atic study, bearing as it does upon important professional
issues about the content, governance and finance of INSET.
In such a study, wider political considerations should be

c

given due attention. In certain Member cOuntries, several
professions, notably the medical profession, exercise con-
trol over entry standards, training content and certifi-
cation, and steps have also been taken, for example in
Scotland, to establish General Teaching Councils with
similar powers. This aspect,of INSET has been'noticeably
neglected in the project.

We may reasonably conclude that the ways in which
INSEr can meet the needs of the system, whether at school'
local or national- levels, are being very actively con-
sidered in participating countries. Teachers, principals,
advisers, administrators and researchers are, all agreed
that school-focused INSET is better received and more
effective than the traditional course-based model. Indeed,
in some Member countries (e.g. in Sweden and California)
INSEF is being used consciously and deliberatelyas an
instrument of social polcy. ather evidence to support
this comes from,the Netherlands where INSET is being seen
as a majpr part of e proposed strategy for increasing the
relative autonomy and Problem-solving capacity of sec-
ondary schcols.

.4
Ihis sil5ft in emphasis raises several policy issues.

intconsideritg plans, and priorieies, 'organisers need to
be realistic in their publicly stated expectations and-
g.)als for INSET, not least because the wider community and
its politicians are frequently unrealistic about such
matLers,. INSET is no panacea." It cannot make much im-
pact )11 those fundamental social, cultural, political and
economic-constraints within Wich schools and teachers
have to operate. Goals have to be, formulated with
caution. Moreover, desirable as,it certainly is to meet
the needs S schools and the wider needs of society, the

of individual teachers must be kept very clearly
in 711.11,d. A balance has to be struck which ensures that
the legitimate aspirations of inividual teachers.
career development and-further personal education are
met. Hence, appropriate funding for advanced studies
at university and for sabbetical periods must be main-
tained Luld extended.

-
rwo further policy issues are highlighted by this

shift in emphasis. Ae Dutch and Swedish experience
raises the first very directly: to What extent do
Member countries consider it desirable and feasible to
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relate INSET policy and'programmes to the promotion of a
particular contept of the school? The Second is raised
by the British concept, not in fact implemented, of the
"triple-I continuum" (initial, induction and in-service)
of teacher education and training. Among others,
Belbenoit (3) advocates the adoption of this guiding
philosophical concept, but it is far from clear what it
actually means in practice or how it could be achieved.

H. PRI6RITIES FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Perhaps the first ahd most important conclusion to be
drawn from the impressive surveys of practice and research
'contributed to the projectoby MembeP countries is that far_
fromenough is generally known about effective in-service
and effective school improvement. Contemporary economic
prezsures should not be allowed to obscure this simple
fact.

In partitular, it is clear that the burgeoning
interest and activity in INSET iS, tq a worrying extent,
built upon an act of faith. Expenditure on research into
INSET 'has,been minimal, so it is hardly sLIrprising that
we have so 'little systematic and reliable information
abqut costs, resource use, and effectiveneas, both of
particular approaches and overall inveStment: Undoubtedly
the position has improved, but a great deal :of research
must be funded and carried out in individual countries if
this situation iS to be fully rectified.

No doubt each country 1411 formulate its own cat-
egories and priorities. The categories used in Phase 2
of this project have considerable practical utility,
while the models in the Interim Report, Table 2 and
APpendix 3, offer d comprehensive analytic conceptual
tool; both could well forffLthe startIng point for a
nationalidiscussion of research and development priorities.
.Hall (77) hes produced an excellent ratiAale and agenda
for such a programme in an American context, while
Yarger and Galluzzo's 1980 matrix (120) provides a valu-
able method for identifying the charactenstics of quality
research ñ ENSET. In an OECD context; the feasibility
of furthes, Sharing of international experience and re-
search d_tsetves close attention as a separate problem.

Accordingly, in view of the participants,in the
present project, it would seem sensible to build upon
the work 3r1 INSET that has already been done by OECD CERI,
developing it to meet the needs of Member countr-ies
during the 1980s. Several.major substantive demands,
tasks, constr&ints and problems from which such needs
will arise have already been'identified in Section II.
To them one could add several more.:
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i) growing demands for teacher involvement in
.schbol decision-making;

ii) th6 problems of sustaining the job satis-
faction andprofessionar deveIopMent of
teachers in a period of contractiOn or no-
growth and Minimal promotion prospects;

ill) the.problems Of sustaining school improve-
ment when'resources are being cut and the
general climate is not supportive of in-
novation;'

iv) the introduction at the sChdol level of
computer facilities as aids to the storing,
processing and utilisation of data for
management purposes and of computing
courses and computer appreciation through-
out the curriculum;

v) the introduction, or coniknuance of cur-
riculum guidelines. to 'insure'that all pupils

---sxperience some' "comm n core" curricular
experiences';

vi) increasingcoMMUnity/political demands for
the inoduetion, continuance or strengthen-.
ing of 'ontracts which specify teachers,
conditidhs, of service in detail.

In order to make a relevant contribution to the
res-Aution of such problems, two principal thrusts for
future work are suggested'here, both deriving from the"
two-fold puspose of INSETidentified earlier: the career
and professional development of individual teachers and
the development, Of the school,or the wider educational
system but with the parameters of.both being extended
among the following lines.

Continuing Professional Education (Co.P.Ed.)

The earlier focus on the ways in which INSET meets
the professional and career needs of individual teachers
should be extended to embrace the initial and induction,
as well as thc in-service stages, thus rooting teacher
education firmly in a recurrent or continuing education
perspective Although it is important ehat.process
isSues of the kind considered in this report continue to.
be studied, probably this could best be done aloqgside
aRalyses of immediate "substantive" educational probfems
like,.those listed above. Thus, Co.P,Ed. process issues
would -Nk,studied in relation to topics like the managemert
of contraCtion and the transition.from school to work. '

,ithin thi'S-..framewo4, certain key process topics
warrant further sb-dy, notably:

i) work completed--or proected on the induction
phase, e.g. in AU-s.tralia, the United Kingdom,
the United States, New Zealand, the
Netherlands and Ireland
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ii) problems related to the articulation of the
Oatent of the initial, induction and in-
service phases of'Co.P.Ed.;

iii) successful methods in Co.P.Ed. especially
those used for face-to-face, individualised
training;

iv) the application of recent research on
effective individual, adult learning and
effective organiaational change;

v) th,e implications of related experience and
practice in the continuing education of other
professionals like social workers, doctors,
engineers and industrial managers;

vi) evaluation, costing and financing of Co.P.Ed.
with account being taken of relevant practice,
in other fields of recurrent education.

Management and Administration to strengthen the Problem-
SolVing_Capacities-of Schoois

The' earlier focus on the Ways.in which INSET can
meet the development needs of schools and the wider system
should be extended to embrace the totality of strategies
needed to strengthen the problem-solving capacities of

schools.. This perspective draws particularly upon the
school-focused studies undertaken in this project but
also upon CERI's previous work on the creativity of the
school (58) and upon subsequent research and experience
in Member countries (54).

All of the substantive education problems liSted
above have two features in common; they raise issues and

'.have consequences for the whole school and they cannot be

dealt with by any one subject department or by an indi-

viddaX,teacher. Alongside these systemic pressures and
demands'there are continuing pressures that impact
directly upon.subject departments and these, too, require

a response and a-reaction from schools.

rhe essence of the problem-solving perspective is
that schools should be encouraged and enabled to adopt a

pro-active rather than a re-active approacn to the
maintenance and improvement of education standards.. The

.--practical.relevance of-these ideas is evident in several

Member countries, including Sweden, Australia, the United
Kingdom and the United States* A notable recent advocacy
of these views occurred in the Netherlands where the
"relatively autonomous" secondar school was seen as

havinD the following characteristics:

"... the school is in'a position to make its own
educational policy, which enables it to make a
.conscious choice as to the sort of problem it

wants to deal with.. Potentially, the autonomous .

school has a greater problem-solving capacity
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than the other-two types. By this we understand
the extent to which the school, within a given
framework, is able to create conditions in which:

- it can solve the prattical problems which
arise in the'pursuit of its aims;

- it can take initiatives,.design improvements,
test them out and, if necessary, introduce
*those which are considered likely to.further
the aims.pursued;

- it can adapt the internal organisation of the
school in such a way as to facilitate the above-
mentioned process;

- it can evaluate reforms developed by other
bodies, examine their relevance.for its own
situation, adapt them if necessary, or reject
them because they are not relevant,to its policy;

- it can give educational answers to social
developments which the school cdnsiders to be
important." (116)

The diff,ering political and administrative contexts
within Member-countries Will, of course, significantly
influence the extent to which these and similar ideas
could be put into practice but even more limited versions
of "autonomy" or "creativity" depend upon the existence of
certain internal and external conditions. The focus of
this suggested activity would be upon precisely what, kind
of internal school procedures and external conditions of
sUpport are needed if schools are to become, effective
problem-solvers in the-1980s.

More specifically, the central focus would be upon
principals and senior staff in schools, or there is wide-
spread agreement in Most Member couatries: that the.manage-
ment and administrative skills of these senior staff are
of cruciai importance. Once again, studies would be
considerably strengthened by relating them as directly as
possible to substantive problems of the kind described
earlier.

The following are examples of topics which could
'usefully be decribed and analysed within this framework.

i) appropriate and effective leadership and
management strategies for school heads and
senior staff;

ii) appropriate and effective :in-service
education nd training to equip and support

9 them in this approach;
iii)'appropriate and effective school decision-

making 'procedures and internal organ-
isational procedures and arrangements fo
systematic problem-solving, and the
management of change;
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iv) appropriate and effective\ staff appointments
and procedures for curricylum development
and implementation at theschool level;

v) appropriate and effective OrocedUres for
evaluating and hosting theLlgork of the
school and for presenting n account to the
community;

vi) appropriate and effective eKternal support,
training and inspection arrangements;

vii) appropriate and effective administrative
and legAl arrangements;

viii) appropriate and effective budgetary and
financing procedureS.
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X. A FRAMEWORK FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF NEW POLICIES

Finally, in the light of a synthesis made by the OECD
Secretariat of discussions in the various Intergovernmental_
Conference Working Groups and supporting documentation,
the following precepts are offered as together providing
a reasonable conceptual framework for use when policies
for in-service education and training of.teachers and
strategies for.educational change are being discussed.

Schools'mutt be capable at all times of
responding in various ways to the differ-
entiated and varied needs of their pupils
and of society.

ii) Whatever the dbaracteristics of the new
teaching and learning strategies being
implemented, the functions, attitudes and
qualUications of school personnel vill
continue to play a fundamental role.

iii) pecause of the above, and taking into ac-
count the decreasing recruitment of newly-
trained eachers and the need to maintain,
by all possible means, the internal dynamism
of the ,teaching profession, in-service
education and training for the various
categories of school personnel remains a
high priority in the coming years.

iv) There is increasing complexity in the
problems that confront each individual
school, and which it must endeavour to.
solve under conditions' of optimum freedom
of action within its dwn surroundings.
This implies that, more than in former,
tiMes, training activities should centre
on the school and its problems and that
such activities should take an increasinglY
collaborative form. It also implies that
related suppOrt structures need tb be set
up by the responsible authorities, based
where appropriate on a clear legal basis,
So as to complement and stimulate on a
continuous basis the functions of the
school in this field.

y) rn recent years, the difficulties in
offering attractiVe education and training
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programmes, in what concerns both objec-
tives and methods and content, show that
the personal and professional experience
of the teachers, their motivations, their
working environment 7 in short, their
condition as workers - have not sufficiently
been taken into consideratiori; and that
those who are most directly concerned have
not adequately participated in the decision-
making process. There is general agreement
that, as in other sectors of activity
affected by new socio-economic conditions,
the teachers must be able to benefit from
a continuing training corresponding to .

their professional needs within the context
of changing educational and social systems.

vi) As a consequence, one important development
is.the increasing stress upon directing
INSET at meeting the needs of the_school,
of groups and individuals within the school.
The term "school-focused" has bee uSed to .

'describe this approach.. I important,
however, to recogni at the philosophy
of that stra must be interpreted as

.permeP different types of INSET; these
er of INSET (i.e. the longer

award-bearing courSes, courses for promotion,
etc.) should also continue according to the
priorities elaborated between the Various
partners concerned.

vii) It can be concluded that each member of the
school personnel must be provided with an
opportunity for consistent, integrated,
personal and professional development
throughout his/her career (where initial
training would only be a starting point),
enabling both his/her own training needs
and those of the changing educational
system to be met as closely as possible.

viii) Any INSET activity must include an evalu-
ation device, the modalitie,, of which,
according to the complexity of implemen-
tation, would have to be discussed among.
the Various partners. This evaluation
might help decision-makers and practition-
ers chooSe the most appropriate trainInli
mechanisms; and, in training_s:ch-emes
centred more on the in ual and the
group, personal an collettive self-
evaluation will play an increasing roie,

ix) The issue of Costs and resources for
training needs, moreovet, must be con-
sidered in this context. In a difficult
economic situation, rising costs involved
in teacher replacement raise the tho,rn/
problem of how training costs should
met.
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x) The impact cf the economic, and demographic
trends on all the above issues results in a
growing politicisation of the debate con-
cerning the teaching prOfeSsion and i 4.rti-
c'Olar its training context. I d be,use-
ful if all the partners ,conterned could'agree
to discuss these key issues as explicitly as
possible, in terms of both objectives and
means, and to this end strive for a consistent
amelioration of the neces4ary qualitative and
quantitative data.
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